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To sum up the result of this Quantitative investigation to the 
Neograrrunarian controversy in a study of lexical diffusion in Korean, 
we could point out two findings. The first is that as we will see in 
section 2, lexical items change not to a single reflex but often to a 
group of diverse reflexes. Language change often include stages of 
variants of different Quantity appearing gradually and unifying into one 
final form. Such would be what we would like to describe in lexical 
diffusion. The second is that as we can see in examples in section 2, 
the orthography in many cases are hypercorrections imitating earlier 
forms, which therefore is often removed from actual pronunciation. This 
is especially common in section 3 where we have seen that the 
orthography in the variants that have been classified as being counter 
to the rule is so detached from the actual pronunciation that it is 
difficult to capture the main current of the change. But such phenomena 
should not be regarded as being in conflict with the theory of change 
by lexical diffusion. The· reason is that the theory of lexical diffusion 
was proposed to mend the contradiction in the Neograrrunarian thesis 
that change occurs abruptly without exception. Data with such counter-
examples are therefore more appropriate for testing the theory. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. The Purpose of This Research 
The purpose of this research is to look into how the results of 
phonological and morphological changes between 15th century and the late 
19th century in Korean are reflected in individual lexical items. It is thus 
natural that our discussion will be based on quantitative investigation of 
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texts and proceed with scrutiny of textual evidence. 
The theoretical basis of our discussion is the theory of lexical diffusion 
proposed by William S. Wang in 1969 and a series of discussions (Chen & 
Wang 1975, Hsieh 1977, Krishnamurthy 1978, Bauer 1979) that followed 
thereafter. His theory of a phonological rule gradually diffusing across 
lexicon denies the Neogrammarian hypothesis of exceptionless regularity in 
full, which says that the phonetic change may occur abruptly but the 
implementation of such a change to affect all the lexical items in the 
lexicon occurs gradually. Although there are other discussions known as 
the Neogrammarian controversy (Labov 1981, Hock 1986, Kiparsky 1988, 
Harris 1989, Pandey 1997), Wang's theory has gained solid support and 
from the 1980's the research under his theory came to include not only 
phonological changes but also morphological and syntactic phenomena 
(Wang & Lien 1993). This research is designed to precisely investigate the 
relationship between lexical diffusion and the word frequency. The result 
of our research will be able to re-evaluate the theory of lexical diffusion 
and add some constructive aspect in the theory. 
Our investigation has many limitations and problems because as 
mentioned above we have to look at an enormous amount of textual 
records from the 15th to the late 19th century. To alleviate our load of 
work and to make our calculation of word frequency more precise, the 
following work has limited its investigation to adverbs. 
The investigated texts included all the records from hunminjongum in 
1447 to the New Testament translated into Korean in 1900, all together 
408 volumes. Since the amount of the records to be examined is enormous, 
it should be kept in mind that there are bound to be some errors, but they 
are not serious enough to keep us from looking at the overall pattern of 
lexical diffusion. (cf. the list of texts and the periodically classified 
amounts of textual records that appear below) 
Research of this kind, being based on surface computerized orthographic 
data, may contain precise measurement of the topic, but it may not carry 
deep enough interpretation of the data. For example, the vowel A, due to 
the conservative nature of orthography, may not manifest itself in the 
period it is used. Or the textual records themselves may not remain 
evenly distributed in terms of the areas and periods being investigated. 
Furthermore, not all the texts have been computerized. I only would like 
to add that the data collected here is based on as many textual records as 
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possibly be selected at present from the computerized corpus. 
There are all together 158 adverbs that have been classified in <section 
2>. These adverbs have various 'allo-forms' of which the most frequently 
appearing has been chosen to represent the word. In <section 3>, we 
deduce many sound changes in vowels and consonants from the tables 
that show the periodic classification of adverbs in <section 2>. 
2. Chronological Lists of Adverb Frequency in Korean 
This research will look at how lexical diffusion is gradually implemented 
by investigating word frequency of adverbs in successive historical 
periods. The adverbs have been chosen as the data safely representing 
Korean in general because 1) unlike the nouns and verbs they are free 
from declension or conjugation in Korean, and 2) as such they will show 
more clearly the process of lexical diffusion at work. 
The followings are the examples among adverbs that show relatively 
diverse orthographic forms. Each orthographic form shows the year that it 
first appeared in text and (if available) the year it was recorded the last 
time in the history of Korean. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the 
frequency of each form during the period it appeared. 
The lexical items in this chapter have been arranged according to the 
order of Korean alphabet ,(k), L(n), c(t), etc. Among the vowels, the so 
called lower a [,J comes at the very end. In this chapter below, words 
that have fewer than three appearances were given their year of 
appearance without using '--'. Data with a occurrence marked by zero 
such as kakkai7}-77}-°1 (0) are shown because they are basic or importantly 
referring forms in the present-day . 
.... kaonthy7H~c;:1 (kauntey7f~C:~1l""1 within. midst 
ka.8 hnthy7j-l! I<j (2) 
kaonthy7j-.g.1<j (605) 
kaonti7j-.g. cJ (1) 
kaontay7j-.g. t!l (345) 
kaontey7j-.g. til (8) 
kaontiy7j-.g.sj (2) 






1481 ------------ 1ag;; 
1797-1887 
1617, 1632 
.... kaskai~7fOI(kakkai7f77f01l .... 2 near, soon 
kaska.8 j7}J;1j-1I1 (1) 
kaska.8i?/,7j-1I1 (18) 











Tkask%~:i!..5l.(kekku/o7fJr.5l.)T3 upside down 
kasluJo?!-7 ~ (30) 
kaskolo?!-:il~ (33) 
kesskulo-3! ¥.5l.. (1) 
keskulo-3!T~ (4) 
keskule-3!Tc1 (2) 
keskulu -3! T.lf- (2) 
kesluJo-3! 7 ~ (2) 













kyeyu7-l -R- (23) 
kyeyo7-lil. (17) 
kyeu7-l~ (3) 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
1500 -------1883 
1617 -1796, 
1517 ------ 1796 
1586 1797 
1600----





15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 





1608 ---- 1887 
1600 1881 
1783 
1748 - 1887 
TkuthiyyeT~OJ (kuthayyeTEllOJ) T6 deliberatelY 
kuthiyyeT SI o:j (293) 
kuthiyyaTSI 0): (2) 
kuthAyeT~Ctj (14) 
kuthAyaT~o): (1) 
kuthiyeT g Ctj (1) 
kuth AyyeT ~ o:j (33) 
kuth AyeT ~ 01 (1) 
kuthAyyaT~ 0): (6) 
kuthjyeT El et] (1) 
kuthayeT Ej-Ctj (1) 
kushAyex ~ Ctj (21) 
kushAyax~o): (20) 
kushAyyex~] Ctj (1) 













1600 ---- 1876 
1676 -lm 
1677 
TkAskom :i:t}(kakkim7f.g.) T7 occasionally 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
kAskomJ:1r (11) 1657 -1752 
kAskim J: '5" (1) 1795 
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'Ynalhoye'it~Ol (chenchenhi~~"6"I/tetikeyc-tcPUl'Y8 slowly 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
nalhoya'<t~o~ (28) 1461 1632 
Ialhoye~~oj (1) 1517 
nalhoye'<t§.oj (30) 1586 1795 
'Ynencisi\::j~AI(nencisi\::jAIAI)'Y9 secretly 
15c Hie 17c I&: 
nencisi'r:!3AI (13) 1463 -------1728 
nencIIsi'i!~AI (1) 1797 
nenciki'i! 3 71 (1) 1481 
'Yneli'i1OI (nelli'i12.l!nelpkey'ilPII) 'Y' 0 widely 







lepi ai III (3) 
lelpkey'i;l rll (1) 
nelli':12l (1) 
nelpkey~ rll (3) 
nelpi~ol (2) 
neli':1 0 1 (9) 
1746, 1900 
1782, 1882 
1632 ----- 1881 
'Ynemti\;;jC!(nemci\;;jAI)'Y" (not to) exceed 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
nemti\l t:J (60) 1459 -------1788 
nemci\l:>:1 (6) 1765 -1887 
'YnlloyyaL,-5!joHtasiCfAI)'Y'2 again 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
nlloyya'- SI 0]: (16"7) 1447-1496 
""oyye'- SI oj (2) 1475, 1637 
nooyya!r.Slo~ (4) 1481 1600 
noiyye!r. ~ oj (4) 1500 1670 
noiyya!r.~ 0]: (1) 1748 
noya!r.o]: (1) 1608 
noye!r. oj (1) 1747 
noyya~ 0): (1) 1869 
noyye~ oj (3) 1677 -1764 
'Yn"c"kiL,-~7I(naciki4~01)'Y'3 low. humbly 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
nhcllki'-~71 (~) 1459 1772 
""chsi'-~Al (2) 1586 
nhcllki '-~ 01 (7) 1586 1736 
nhciki'-371 (3) 1635,1670,1765 
nacaki1..j-'3j-°1 (1) lsa5 
naciki1..j-:&j 01 (0) 
'Ytamanct'2!'Y'4 only 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
tarnAnt:j-~ (66) 1447 1776 
tarnAynt:j-y! (9) 1459-1463 
tamint:j-~ (28) 1500 1869 
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TtamAscf:;e (tepuleC:i~O{/hamkkey~l1\1) T15 together 
tamAset ~ (413) 
tamAtet ~ (6) 















15c 16c 17c 1& 
tasikometA],#- (57) 1447 -------1778 
tasiomet"']% (4) 1600 
tasikim etA] i} (3) 
TtaotaoiOS'a-ol(taotaohiOSOSi5I)T 17 grandly 
15c 16c 17c 1& 
tautaui<8-t:}6] (74) 1447-1496 
tautaui<8-<8-°] (81) 1481 
tautai1l-et 0 ] (4) 1447 
tautaui'if 'if0 ] (119) 1517 
tautaui 11- 'if ] (4) 1632 
tautauhi'if'if-z;] (lO) 1617 
Ttyaosyao~~(:!i:~. tf~)T18 always 
15c 16c 17c 1& 
tyausyau'il'?i' (30) 1461-1500 
tyausyau'iPJ (18) 1481, 1576 1749 
tyausau'il'AJ- (1) 1489 
tyausyeu'il'1! (2) 1617 
TteokC:i~(teoukC:i~)T19 more 
15c 16c 17c 1& 
teokcl ~ (595) 1447 
teoukcl * (436) 1447 
Ttestesi919.! Ol(ttesttesi~~ol) T20 honorably 


















tetteti ~ *=1 (15) 
tettetti ~ ~ CJ (11) 
tetteti ~ ~ 0] (5) 
tettetsi~ ~",] (1) 
testeti '3! cl t:J (5) 
testesi'3! '3! 0] (26) 
testesi'3! Cl ",] (1) 
testesti '3! '3! t:1 (3) 1737-1792 
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testessi'3! '3! A1 (1) 
stesstesi'5!'5! 01 (8) 
stesstessi'5! '5! A1 Cl) 




~tolohye££i;Htolie£2.I0j)~21 on the contrary 
tolhhhye£ ~ ~ (50 
tolhhye£ ~ ~ (277) 
tolihye£g ~ (2) 
tolohye£5!..~ (398) 
tolokhye£5!.. ~ (8) 
toloye£Q. oj (3) 
toliye£ ej oj (11) 
toliye-§- 01 oj (2) 
tolie£ejoj (0) 




1481 ---------- 1!nl 




~tomoci£5!.)\I(tomuci£.!j!.)\1)~22 (not) at all 
tomoci£5!.:;<1 (17) 
tomoti£5!. cJ (1) 
tomuci£.!f-:;<1 (1) 





tyohili ~1 (293) 
tyokhey li711 (32) 






15c 16c 17c 1& 
1447--------------
1447------------
15c 16c 17c 1& 
1447 











15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
tuthei.!f-~i 01 (SO) 
tuthepkey.!f- 'i:l711 (4) 
tutkei~71 01 (16) 
tutkepkey~?,;\ 111 (2) 
tuthehi.!f- ~i ~l (2) 
1466 --------- 1852 
1466 ----1772 
1463 --- 1632 
1517-1586 
1772-1778 
~tithUc.J.!f-(cihey~}jJ) ~26 thickly 
tithucJ.!f- (22) 
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'Ymastaohist~~1 (mattaohiof\9""1) 'Y28 properly 
Ix 1& lk 1& 1~ 
mastaui'J.t"~·ol (3) 1459--1518 
mastauhi'3t'1!-~l (5) 1467-1481 
mastaui'3t'if°l (482) 1517 1900 
mastauhi'3t'if~1 (500) 1586 1900 
masstaui'3t>g-01 (3) 1653-1658 
masstauhi '3t.rg.~1 (1) 1682 
'Ymelciki'ili!~ol<melcciki'ili!~OI)'Y29 far apart 












'Ymeysma'3!DHmeychpen';1\!:!/elma~Df)'Y30 how many 










Ix 16c 17c 1& 1~ 
mota£q. (522) 1447 ----------- 18ffi 
moto££ (102) 1447 1900 
motu£-¥- (5) 1774 -1887 
'Ymotili£q2.l(mocilkey£~/j1l'Y32 ruthlesslY 
Ix 1& 17c 1& 1~ 
motili£t:ji:!l (7) 1463 ---- 1617 
motili£~ol (4) 1617-1658 
mocilkey£~?ll (I) Im 
mocili£~ 0] (0) 
'Ymolomay.2£DH(molimciki£~AI7I)'Y33 by all means 
molomay £.£ lIH (768) 
molomi££lll (45) 
molomi£~oj (147) 





















'Ymoncye~AHmence~Ai)'Y34 first of all 
15c 16c 17c 1& 1~ 
montye~cj (34) 1660 -1794 
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montyey~ 1:11 (1) 1756 
moncye~;q (573) 1447 1900 
monce~:oIJ (22) 1467 1792 1900 
moncey~;!jJ Cl) 1461 
moneyey~~ (6) 1447 1632 
monCAy~~1 (2) 1447 1778 
moneuy~~ Cl) 1792 
monehye~ *I Cl) 1682 
meneye'l!;q (3) 1758 -1887 
menee'l!:oIJ Cl) 18!E 
~motnay~L/I(mosnay~L/I)~35 forever 
15c 16c 17e 18c 19c 
motnay%41 (32) 1447 -1569 
mosnay*41 (8) 1000 18!E 
~momso~±~36 personally 
15c 16c 17e 18c 19c 
momzo%~ (4) 1481- 1517 
momso%~ (25) 1586 1852 
momsyo%.a (1) 17!E 
momco% 3'; (1) 1617 







15c 16c 17e 18c 19c 
1447 ----------- 1900 
1481 --- 1632 


































15c 16c 17e 
mitpi~ III (14) 1459 ---- 1632 
mispi'}! III (3) 
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.... mACAmak'?""2t(macimakcfA I2t) .... 40 lastly 
15c Hic 17c 18c 
Il1ACAmak '2 ~ qj- (18) 
Il1Acimak '2 23. Bf (1) 
Il1AcAkmak ~ ~ '4" (1) 
Il1Acimak '2 A] qj- (1) 
macAffiaklll-~ qj- (1) 
macimakllj-23. Bf (8) 
macimmakllj-%'4" (1) 











15c I&: 17c 18c 19c 
Il1ACh Affinay '2 % 1.ll (282) 1447 1797 
Il1AchAmay'2 ~uD (399) 1~9 1797 
Il1AchAffiay ~ ~ oD (19) 1586 1792 
machAffinayllj-%1.ll (3) 1632 ----- 1852 
Il1AC"AmnAY'2 %~ (4) 1m-17W 
maC"AmnAylll-%~ (11) 1796- 1882 
Il1Achimnay '2 ~ 1.ll (2) 1728, 1765 
.... mAyyao~I~(mayyaODH~) .... 42 always 
15c I&: 17c 18c 19c 
1463-1496 ll1Ayzyau~]~ (44) 








.... mAyi~lol(mayuDH~) .... 43 very 










Il1AY.8 i~lll] (2) 
ll1Ayi~l 01 (65) 
ll1Ayo~l.2. (45) 
ll1Ayu~l ~ (11) 
1l1A.8 i'2 III (1) 




.... paIAttf9(palott f£) .... 44 rightly 
15c I&: 17c 18c 19c 
palott},S'.. (173) 1~2, 1600 ---- 1900 
palA>!}~ (305) 1459 ---------1737 
pali>!}§. (2) 1632, 1676 
.... pantAsi~c;: AI (pantisi't!SAI) .... 45 necessarily 
15c I&: 17c 18c 19c 
1~9 1637 pant:Aki~"" 71 (1446) 
pantAsi~""Al (1556) 
pant:Akay~""7H (4) 
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.... paspi~t:tl(pappit:tfllllJ) .... 46 hurriedly 
Hje Hie 17c I&: 19c 
1481 --- 1632 
1632 
poyaspiJ;!j~I.l] (14) 
poywaypil!J 911 tl] (1) 
paspi~tl] (85) 1M7--------------------1~ 
.... pentiki\!iE.71 (pentisi\!i*OI) .... 47 squarely 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
pentiki'8S7] (50) 1M7 1632 
pentisi'8SA] (IQ) 1461 1795 
pentikhi'8~ti] (5) 1461 1761 
pentAki'8 >;:: 7] (1) 1463 
pentAsi'8>;::A] (3) 1608,1670, 1746 
pentitsi '8 €-A] (1) 1670 
pentissi'8:R-A] (1) 1876 
.... po tAl a i.!i!. <;:2101 (potilapkey.!i!.E.~]iJ) .... 48 softly 
potAlaP i.li!. >;:: ,*11] (1) 
potAlai5t >;:: ,*0] (5) 
potAlapkey 5t >;:: ~:>I] (2) 






.... pucyelepsi.!j!-~~AI(pucilepsi.!j!-~gjOI) .... 49 in vain 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
pucyelepsi4'-~ 'lJ A] (18) 1669 1852 
pucilepsi4'-~ 'lJ A] (1) 1657 
picyelepsi!!.~ 'lJ A] (3) 1669 - 1721 
.... picileni~2jL-j(pucilenhi.!j!-AI~'&"1) .... 50 diligently 
picileni!!.Z, <'-i 1..-J (215) 
picilani!!.Z,,*1..-J (1) 
picilenhi!!.Z, i(i ti] (4) 
picileni!!.Z,i(i 0] (24) 
picilenni!!.Z, i(i 1..-J (2) 
pucileni 4'-z, <'-i 1..-J (7) 
pucileni4'-~Oi 1..-J (3) 
pucilenhi4'-Z,i(iti] (2) 
pucileni 4'-z, 'tl 0] (17) 










1736 - 1882 
.... piliset:tIs.Aj(pilosot:tI£:Z) .... 51 for the first time 
pilisetl] §.Ai (276) 
pilosetl] ~Ai (9) 
piliso tl]§.± (24) 
pilosotl]~± (212) 
pilusu tl] Jf-~ (ll) 
pilisu tl] §. ~ (24) 
pilusotl]Jf-± (3) 
pilosutl]~~ (2) 
pilosyell] ~A1 (1) 
pilosyell]~k (7) 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
IM7 1637 
1464 -------1783 
1467 ------------------- 1887 
1481 l!XlO 
1481 1632 
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"'pAyahilot;lO~~(payahilol:lfO~£~)"'52 in full swing 
payahilotll-0~.:§:£. (20) 
payaiJotll-0~~~ (1) 
pAyahilO 1;1 o~.:§:£. (&5) 
pAyahA101;1 o~~ £. (3) 
pAyahi!i1;1 o~.:2.§" (1) 
15c Hie 17e I&: 19c 
1617 
1617 




poyahJJo5!.o~~£. (31) 1461 --------1737 
poyaholo5!. o~~£. (16) 
poyahilo.!;!. ot.:§:£. (67) 
pAyyahA10l!] 0l=~.s (2) 











poyyahJJoliJ 0l=~.s (65) 1447 ---------1737 
poyyahiloliJ o~s£. (6) 





pAlsye ~ J>] (182) 
pA1ssye~ ~ (25) 














"'pAypili\'I.!:!.5.(paypulli~H~~I/paYPulikey~H.!j!-E.}/1) "'54 (eating) heartily 
15c I&: 17e I&: 19c 
pAypilil!]1!§.. (23) 
pAypilikeyl!]!!.§..:>l1 (7) 
pAypilikiyl!] !!.§..:Jj (I) 
PAypilA l!] !!. ~ (I) 
pAypilol!]!!..s (2) 
pAypilil!]!!. ej (1) 
pAypillil!]~ej (7) 
pAypWokeyl!] Jf-.s:>l] (1) 
PAypilni I!] ~ '-l (1) 
pAypulil!]~o] (2) 
pAypulikeyl!] Jf-§..:>ll (5) 
pAypulukeyl!] Jf-1f-711 (1) 












"'saonaiAf£4ol (sanapkeyAfEt}/1) "'55 violently 
saona.BiA]-.2.l-]-lI] (4) 
saonai .... ]-.2.4°] (11) 
saonapkey .... ]-.2. 'it:>ll (2) 
sanapkey .... ]-'it:>ll (0) 
saola.B i .... ]-.2. '* 11] (0) 
saolai .... ]-.2.ej-o] (0) 
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~syaonyey~lljl(nil-li/haosaoW~) ~56 always 
15c Hie 17c I&: 19c 
sY80nyey1l'~1 (782) 1447 -1518 
sY80ney·'l.hll (4) 1465-1496 
sYaUnYeY .... J:l~1 (Z70) 1447 1752 
sy80lyey .... J: ilIl (9) 1517 1776 
saonyey"ll'l~1 (4) 1447-1465 
s80nyey"ll'l~1 (9) 1447 1776 
~syaosyaoA~(nil-li/halJsaIJW~)~57 always 
syaUsyau .... J: .... J: (11) 
sY80sy80ey .... J: .... J:"l1 (3) 
sY80sy80iy .... J: .... J:gj (2) 




~syaosi~AI (nil-li/haosaoW~) ~58 always 
sYaUsi .... J:AI (16) 
sY80siey .... J:AI "ll (7) 
sy80siyey .... J:AI ofl (8) 
SY80siiY .... J: .... ] gj (10) 





~ syaohay~3\I(nilii/haosaoW~) ~59 always 
15c I&: 17c I&: 19c 
syaohAy .... J:t] (93) 1676 ---- 1880 
syaohaY .... J:811 (156) 1517 ----1797 
~seliAi.§.(seloAiSl.) ~60 each other 
sel"Ai ~ (528) 
seliAi.§. (1930) 
seloAi S!.. (487) 
sseli-ll].§. (1) 
seluAi.if- (1) 
selaAi '* (1) 
syeloA'! S!.. (86) 
syeliA'!.§. (1) 
15c I&: 17c I&: 19c 
1475 -------1795 
1447 1749 





1637 --- 1883 
~syelpkey~]jl(selpkey~17U)~61 sadly 
15c I&: 17c I&: 19c 
syelPi~lI] (1) 1459 
syeli~o] (9) 1461 1676 
syelpkey~;>\] (10) 1463 1795 
selpkey{,i;>\l (1) 1600 
~sonco€3:(sonsu€"T')~62 in person 
15c I&: 17c I&: 19c 
sonzo~~ (41) 1447 -1518 
sonco~~ (61) 1500 1876 
sonso~± (3) 1617 1852 
sono~!L. (2) 1632 
sonCh~<'- (2) 1677 
syocyo~~ (2) 1600, 1876 
sonsu~? (1) llRi 
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suy .8 i91ll] (3) 










1463 ------------------ 1876 
1600 ----- 1881 
1670 HID 
.... sYukoloi'iT~OI (sukolopkeY'i=-1!.ti;JfJ) .... 64 laboriouslY 
15c 16c 17e 1&: 19c 
syukoloi'iT.l!.~o] (26) 1481 1881 
syukoW'iT.l!. iii,! 01 (1) 1462 
syukolopkey'il'-.l!.ti711 (7) 173&-1700 
.... silili~s. "'65 softlY 
15c 16c 17e 1&: 19c 
silili~s.g (4) 1632 
si1ilihi~gg15"] (2) 1481. 1632 
sili1il~g~ (1) 1728 





sisalo~).. ~ (76) 
sisAylo~'-'] ~ (1) 
sisilo~).]~ (1) 
sasilo~ ~~ (l) 
cisilo3~~ (41) 
15c 16c 17e I&: 
1467 ------- 1796 
1447 ----- 1632 
19c 
1895 







.... Silkhhcao~=:i~(silkhes~~) .... 67 more than enough 







silkhAcau'ir"" '* (6) 
silkhAeYau'ir=;:l"J (2) 
silkh Aci'ir "" A] (2) 
silkh AlIl'ir ~ (l) 
silkhesi'ir~).] (1) 
silkhecau'ir~ '* (1) 
silkhes'ir~ (4) 
silkhesll~ (0) 
1600 ----- 1869 
.... siYhuYeni~!;!OI(siuyenhiAI~t;I) .... 68 refreshingly 
15c 16c 17e I&: 19c 
siyhuyenic]t!01 (6) 1669 -1700 
siuyeniAl~o] (0) 
.... siyhi~t;I(sikeYAI;JfI) .... 69 sourly 
15c 16c 17e 1&: 19c 
siyic] 01 (1) 1481 
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siyhiCl"8"] (5) 
sikey A] 71] (0) 
1481 --- 1632 
"'siyksiyki~~PI (emhakey~t;f;>fIl"'70 strictly 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
siyksiyki4'j Cl 71 (SO) 1447 1632 
siyksiyki4'j4'j 01 (7) 1475 17ff7 
siyksiykhi4'j4'j i51 (6) 1475 1736 
siyksiykki4'j4'j 71 (3) 1517, 1632, 1637 
siyksiki4'j ~71 (3) 1481, 1632 
"'silekomAIt!ii!i(ete~Oi/nilJhi-E-l$l) "'71 ably 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
silekomA] i!i:g. (489) 1481 ------1887 
1736 -1887 silekimA] i!i 15- (10) 
"'sihokAI~(hoksi~AIl"'72 perhaps 
sihokA1~ (888) 
sihikA] ~ (1) 
SiMkA]~ (1) 
hoksi~A] (8) 
"'sillo~£ "'73 really 
sillo{!~ (133) 
silno{!x (09) 








1600 ----- 1895 
16c 17c I&: 19c 
------ 17fn, 1895,1900 
1600 ---- 1900 
"'sl\ll\yyaA"lo~(hampulo!t.lj!-£)"'74 roughly 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
shlhye~ ~ oj (4) 
shlhyya~ ~ ot (9) 
stJhyye~ ~ oj (6) 
shllhyya ~ ~ ot (1) 
shloyye ~ SI oj (1) 
shliyye~ ~ oj (1) 
shlhyye~~] oj (5) 
shliyya~~ot (1) 
shlhyya~~]ot (2) 













15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
shlthli~'<'i!J 0) ?0649-1659) 
sl\ltili ~ ~ i!J (1) 1728 
sl\lstili~~o] (1) 1763 
shlstili~tEi!J (3) 1876 
"'atiOfCl(alci~AI)"'76 has (no) knowledge of 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
1475 ------- 17fn, 1882 atiotcJ (895) 
aciot;<] (518) 
alci~;<] (8) 
1632 ---- 1900 
1m, 1887-1900 
245 
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'Y atAkhiOf!ii t;l(atikhio~t;1l'Y77 remotely 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
atAki0}- '<' 7) (7) 1459 1632 
atAkhio}-S; '8"] (10) 1459 1632 
atAkatAkio}-S;0}-'<'7] (3) 1481, 1632 
atAkatAkhio}-S;o}-S;'8"1 (1) 1632 
atAko}-S; (4) 1576 
atako}-~ (1) 1575 
atAkio}-S; 01 (1) 1700 
atikhi o}-& '8"1 (2) 17!E, 1882 
'YaIAmtaiOf:l:QO!(alimtapkeyOfs-Et7ii)'Y78 beautifully 
15c Hie 17c 1& 19c 
alAmta.8iot~ q.v! (1) 1459 
alAmtai0t~ q.01 (61) 1465 1&52 
a1imtai°}-*t:J-°1 (3) 1658, 1736, 1876 
a1imtapkeyot*ifJl1 (2) 1658, 1883 
alAmtapkey0}-;S if7l1 (5) 1517 1852 
'YaIAmtyeOf:l:D! (sasaloiAfAfSl.Oi)'Y79 privately 
alAmtyeot~ cl (9) 
a1imtyeo}-*cl (3) 
alimtyeio}-*cl 01 (1) 
alimt"yey!o°}-* El1 S!.. (1) 
alamchiloo}-tJ-j(]S!.. (?) 





'YamoliOf.2.2.I (amuliOf.!j!-2.i)'Y80 however (much) 
1& 19c 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
amoli°}-.£.2j (48) 
amulio}-.!j!-2j (20) 
amilio}-E.. 2j (25) 




15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
arruJyeyo)- ~ illl (1) 1447 
arruJyeyna°}- ~ ill1t.J- (5) 1447-1459 
arruJio}-~ 2j (5) 1447 -------1776 
'YaZAlahiOf~ 2.ft;! (asilaiof~2.fo!/atikhiof~t;1l'Y82 dimly 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
az.tJahio}-~i!}'8"] (40) 1464 -1517 
az.tJaio}-~2}01 (2) 1481-1482 
aiJahio)- ~ 2}'8"1 (60) 1632 
aiJaio}- ~ 2}0] (4) 1586 1721 
ailaioJ-E..2}01 (1) 1795 
alA!ahioj-~ i!}'8"1 (1) 1632 
asilahi°t~i!}'8"] (0) 
'Yayalaofot2.Hkyeu;>.j5j!-) 'Y83 barely 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
ayalaoto]A (11) 1481 -------1776 
ayalosiOj-0j:S!..A1 (1) 1632 
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ayaolhsjOj-0J:.2. 'l! A] (1) 1475 
ayalooj-0J:~ (1) 
ayalaioH oj-t!}0] (1) 
ayyalAsjoq0J:'l! A] (2) 1481, 
ayyalaoq 0J:t!} (4) 1481, 
ayyalosjoqOJ:~A] (1) 








15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
aolooj-.2.~ (l08) 1463 ---------- 1852 









'" aieyOIOlofl (ayeyOI0l1/cheimeY~HitO/Il"'85 from the start 
aieyoj-o] olJ (4) 
aiyeyoj-o] ojJ (4) 
aiiyol-o] gj (1) 
ayey°l-of] (0) 





15c 16c l7c I&: 














15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 












aphhysye°j-l!l J<l (0) 
aphiysye0l-.!!JJ<l (0) 
15c 16c 17c I&: 
"'etiweOfS!f~ (etuweOf¥!fHetupkeyOf~7iJ) "'89 darkly 









etipkeyOi % 7lJ (11) 
etuweOi¥-'N (6) 1461 ---------- 1887 
247 
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etueo.] ¥-o.] (11) 
etuio.] ¥-ol (3) 
etupkeyo.] % 711 (5) 
etopkeyo.] * 711 (1) 
1~1 -------------1~ 
1~ 
1658 ---- 1880 
1736 
'" etiystenOj5/ fl (eeeaysstinOj~e/eeei0j1.l{) "'90 anyhow 
15c I&: l7e 1& 19c 
etiystenojSj'f:! (14) 1447 1690 
etiysthnojSj~ (3) 1475 -1517 
etiystinojSj~ (1) 1517 
etiystenoj-,;!-.a (13) 1447-1482 
etiysstenoj-,;!1f:! (l) 1481 
etisthnojq~ (1) 1~ 
"'etitiOj CJCJ (eeilciOj~AIl"'91 (not) gently 
15c I&: 17e 1& 19c 
etitio.]qq (52) 1459 ----- 1764 
etiei 0.] q 7.1 (1) Im 
ecici oj 7.1 7.1 (16) 17~ -1882 
etilcioj '@7.1 (0) 
ecilcioj ~A1 (0) 
"'etiliOjCJ2.j(eeilkeyOj~]{[)"'92 gently 
15c I&: 17c 1& 19c 
1517 ---- 1797 
1~1-----' 1772 
1736 
etili oj '@ 0 I (7) 
etilioj q aj (8) 
etilkeyoj '@711 (3) 
ecilkeyoj ~ 711 (4) 
ecilio.] ~ 01 (1) 
ecilioj Al aj (0) 
1m -1882 
1&52 
"'elyeiOjajol (elyepkeyOj'El]{[) "'93 difficultly 
15c I&: 17e 1& 19c 
elye.8iojtl~j (6) 1459--1~ 
e1yeioj tI 01 (58) 1~1 1790 
elyepkeyoj ~;>fl (3) 1~. 1617. 1790 
"'esyeOj.l;j(eseOjA,) "'94 quickly 
15c I&: l7e 1& 19c 
esyeoj "" (67) 1447 1&52 
eseojAi (2) 1876 
"'eyespiOj~1:l1 (pulssaohi.;.1!ta-I) "'95 pitif ully 
15c I&: 17c 1& 19c 
eyespio.]oj.QIj (5) 1447-1459 
eyespioj '3! III (320) 1447 1887 
eyesp.8ioj ~ ~l (l) 1459 
eespio.] ~ III (1) 1465 
eyespAYo.] '3! 1:!1 (l) 1475 
eyesspi 0.] '3! 1II1 (7) 1617 -1752 
eyetpio.]~lll (6) 1617 -1752 
eyeppio.] ~ III (31) 1887 
eyeyspio.]~lll (2) 1496, 1~ 
eyyespiof] c;! Il] (47) 
eyyeyspi of] ~ Il] (1) 
eyesspi of] c;! Ill] (1) 
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15c 1& 17c I&: 19c 
ecJJeioJ ~ei 0] (4) 1600-1617 
ecileioJ~e~ 0] (165) 1461 1&'32 
ecilePioJ~ei\l] (10) 1447-1467 
ecilepioJ~eill] (1) 1466 
ecilepkeyoJ~i{j7l] (6) 1465 1796 
ecileioJ A] ei 0] (2) 1883 
ecilepkeyoJ A] i{j 711 (1) 1895 
ecilleioJ ~ei 0] (1) 1632 
Yencey~XilY97 when 




eniyceyoJ ~ "'] (2) 
15c 
1447-----






Yelmana~Cf4Y98 how much 
elmana~lJ~t+ (21) 
elmayna~lJHt+ (2) 
elmena ~ Dj t+ (3) 
elmAyna~I;!]t+ (4) 













epsiuy~ A] ~ (1) 













15c 1& 17c I&: 19c 
esteyoJ 1I1 (1) 1459 
estioJAtJ (1) 1617 
estye'3! c] (28) 1447 1700 
estyey'3! Cl] (1873) 1447 1776 
esti'3!Q (2199) 1459 1883 
escyey'3!~] (7) 1632 -1746 
esci'3!A! (1540) 1600 1900 
estey'3! toll (5) 1465-1496 
este'3! 1:-] (45) 1459 1887 
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'YyekiyOPH yekiOPI) 'Y 1 0 1 here 
iuekiyOJ OJ:IJ (38) 
iekiyoJ OJ:IJ (12) 
iyekiyoJ oj:IJ (2) 
yekiyoj:IJ (294) 
yekAyoj.J (3) 
yeki oj 7J (0) 
15c I&: 17c 1& 19c 
1447-1482 
1459 ---- 1632 
1632 
1482 ---------- 1900 
1&52 
'Yyesh"y~'O"1 (yethayOjEij)'Y 1 02 till now 
yet'ayoj Ell (1) 
yetth"y~lil 0) 
yesth "y~ Il-J (1) 
yesthay'3l. Ell (3) 
yeshAy'3l.tJ (4) 
yeshay'3l. ~ (2) 







'Yon"lnal£~ ';;l(onilnal£ii:'et) 'Y 1 03 nowadays 
onAlnal.£. ~ 'it (75) 
onAlsnal.£. ~ 'if (66) 
onAlznal.£. i;. 'if (1) 
oniJnal.£. ~';t (4) 
onilsnal.£. ii: 'if (0) 
15c I&: 17c 1& 19c 
1517 -------1900 
1447 ---- 1632 
1445 
1737 -1881 
'Y olo£Sl(oncenhigBt;D 'Y 1 04 intactly 
15c I&: 17c 
olo.£.Sl (184) 1459 -----
oAlo.£. ~ 5!- (43) 1447 1632 
1& 
1790 
0010.£..£.5!- (8) 1481 -------1752 
'Yocik£~'Y105 solely 
19c 
15c I&: 17c 1& 19c 
otik.£. ~ (66) 
ocik'£'~ (2868) 
ocik.£.~(9) 
1632 ---- 1882 
1447 -------- 1900 
1876--1883 
'Yohilye£t;12:I'Y106 rather (than), on the contrary 
s"nc"y~~J (1SO) 
ohilye'£' iiJ Dj (1471) 
oyhilye9j iiJ <'4 (6) 
ohilye.£. t! Of (2) 
ohile.£. iiJ ai (4) 





1632 ---- 1900 
'YoVloi£lSlOI'Y107 lone Iv 
oyW9j '1' oJ (10) 
oyloi9j5!-oJ (24) 
oylopkey9j~711 (1) 
oyIApkey 9j ~ 711 (0) 
15c I&: 17c 1& 19c 
1463 ------ 1632 
1481 ------------ 1876 
1887 
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'YyosAi2~Ol(yosai2AfOI)"'1 08 recently 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
YOSAZiA~61 (26) 1459 -1517 
yoSAiA~oj (151) 1517 -------1881 
yosaiAAto1 (3) 1676, 1748, 1895 
'Yyocozom23;6(yocim~-§/yocim2.i!t)"'1 09 lately 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
yocoZl,mA£t (2) 1481, 1517 
yocozomA£% (4) 1481 -l!'OO 
yocozumA£~ (1) 1481 
yocuzumA?% (1) 1481 
yocoomA£% (4) 1586 --1632 
yocMmA~ g (3) 1632-1669 
yocoumA£.g- (I) 1632 
yocuumA?.g- (1) 1632 
yociimAa % (I) 1670 
"'ilekhey01Cf'll(ilehkeyoIWJlI)'Y110 like this 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
ilehiojcifSj (9) 1447-1459 
ilekheyoj ci ~ (28) 1762- 1900 
'YimiyOI!i!J(imiOl ol)"'111 already 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
imio1 0 1 (3) 
imiy01El (709) 
imiysyeo1El~ (46) 
imAy01 ~1 (9) 
imuy01~ (1) 
imi01E.. (1) 






'YiikkoOI~.::il.'Y112 before long 
15c 16c 17c I&: 
izikko01~.:il (29) 1463 -1518 
iikkooj~jl (09) 1586 
iAkkoo1 S:.:il (I) 1617 
'YiceyOI;l;il'Y113 now 
15c 16c 17c I&: 
iCAy01~1 (44) 1658 -1792 
icey01 ~1 (2971) 1447 





15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
ithyeloo1El£. (3) 1600 -1756 
ichyeloo1 "I£. (3) 1790 
ichelemo1 ~ ~ (I) 1900 
'YithinnaIOI~~(ithitnaIOI-!!'it)'Y115 the next day 
15c 16c 17c 1&: 19c 
ifisnal°1~'it (17) 1447 1881 







isth hnnal '?! ~ 'ot (5) 
isthinnal '?! e'it (15) 
ishinnal'?!~'ot (10) 
it\nnAIOle~ (2) 












ilccekiy1l ~.:iI (1) 
ilcik1l ~ (784) 
ilccik1l ~ (3) 











i1cAkey~ ~ 011 (1) 
ilpciki1l~ol (1) 

















Teamskanifl"meamkkan~'Z!-)Tl17 a little while 
15c 16c 17c 18c 19c 
carnkan~zr (110) 1576 1900 
camskan~"l!- (142) 1447 1900 
camskan~:fr (192) 1447 1632 
camskyan~n (1) 1463 
TeyanstikC!A~(eanttikB-~)Tl18 till full 
canstik~~ (1) 
canstik~A~ (1) 
cyanstik ~~ (1) 
cyanstik~A~ (2) 
15c 16c 17c 






15c 16c 17c 18c 19c 
cyaocha~-')- (2) 1465, 1496 
cyaocha"J-,)- (78) 1887 
cyaochas~3!- (2) 1881 
cyauchh~~ (62) 1447 1881 
cyauchht"J~ (61) 1617 -1700 
cyaochhS~~ (3) 1481 - 1500 
cyauchhS~~ (556) 1517 1900 
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~ceyyekom;r:iI0j~(ceykakki;r:il~71)~ 120 individuallY 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
ceyekomAi oj:g (5) 1481 1632 
ceyyekom~l oj:g (99) 1447 1632 
ceykom~l:g (5) 1517 -1664 
ceykim~lii" (1) 1763 
ceykum~li:" (2) 1576, 1700 
ceyyekkim ~l oj 'l? (1) 1459 
ceyyeykom~l ofl:g (1) 1632 
ceyikom~l ol:g (1) 1481 
~cyekintes;r:~r~(camkkantooan:g~~'l!)~121 for a moment 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
cyekintes~ r 9! (26) 
cyekintas~r5t (2) 
cyekintet~ r 'it (5) 









~cyenskAs~ ~ (maimkkesDf~'3!/makuclT/hampulom-.!j!5.) ~ 122 at random 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
cyenkAt~ ~ (3) 
cyenskAs~ ~ (2) 
cyenskAta ~ (4) 




~ cyenhye~ i5f (cen hye~ 'all ~ 123 enti rely 
15c 16c 17c 
1752 
1& 
cyenhye~ ~ (73) 1447 -------
cyenhhye~13j (1) 1464 
cenhye~ ~ (5) 1459 ----- 1763 
~cyemcyem~fel{cemcem~~)~124 little by little 
19c 
1882 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
cyemcyem~ ~ (71) 1466 1900 
cemcem~ ~ (7) 1466 1895 
~coZAloi::;' '" 5.01(coOyolopkey%E~PUl ~125 importantly 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
cozAIA.8i3':~ ~ 111 (1) 1467 
cozAIAi3': ~ ~ 01 (2) 1465 
cozoloi3':~S!..°l (1) 1481 
coZAloi3':~S!..°l (6) 1481 
cooloi3':.2.S!.. 01 (4) 1632 
coAloi3': '< s!.. 01 (4) 1632 
*CoyoIAoyn3':A ~ ~ (l) 1632 
~cohi::;.a-I (kkaykkisjl'H~OI) ~ 126 cleanly 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
cohi:f:.~l (23) 1447 ----------1881 
cokhey:f:.711 (51) 1447 -------- 1796 
253 
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~cyokomlE~(cokim~iit)~127 a little 
15c 1&: 17c 1& 19c 
cyokom~tl- (28) 1608 ---- 1869 
cokom~tl- (26) 1752 -1000 
cokim~i5" (2) 1895 
cyokim~i5" (7) 1600 1887 













1517 ------- 1000 
1748 - 1000 
~ciim~~~129 the time (when) 
cuzum9-% (8) 
cuum9-% (3) 
cizirnZ=. % (5) 




17c 1& 19c 
1632 
1617 ---- 1000 
~ciksi~AI~130 instantly 
15c 1&: 17c 1& 19c 
ciksi~Al (733) 1600 1000 
ciksiyey~Al 01] (4) 1466 -1586 
CikChY~~] (10) 1700-1792 
cikcahi~A)-"5"l (201) 1447 1617 
cikcay~;;I~ (668) 1459 1752 
cikcey~;Ij] (179) 1489 1700 
cikchay~ -'» (1) 1489 
ciksilo~A]~ (2) 1758 
cikcyey~~] (2) 1617. 1632 
cikcAhi~~"5"l (2) 1447. 1459 
~ciciloAI~(jnhaye~l';fOl)~131 because of 
ciciloA] Z=.~ (94) 
ciciluA] Z=.1f- (4) 





15c 1&: 17c 1& 19c 
cinsiIIo~l1~ (528) 1466 1887 
cinsilno~ 11:r. (263) 1658 1000 
cincillo~~~ (4) 1517. 1608. 1632 
~cincis~~(cimcis~3!)~133 deliberatelY 
cincis~ -3l (95) 
cincit~ ~ (1) 
cincis~~ (5) 
cimchs~ ~ (3) 







cimcis ~ -3! (1) 
cimcit~ € (3) 






'Y cAnAkcAnAki~ ~ "'0.,..71 (coyolJhi~~'!I/chenchenhi~~'!I) 'Y134 silently/slowly 
15c 16c 17c 18c 19c 
cAl1AkCAnAki~~~"71 (31) 1447 1632 
cAnikcAnik~~~~ (2) 1728,1763 
cAnAkcAnAkki~~~~71 (3) 1~1632 
'YcAmo~.2.(camosXI~)'Y135 exceedingly 
CAlTlA~ 'i? (5) 
cAmo~.5!. (152) 
CAlTlAt~ ~ (4) 



















'YcAsyeyhi"'A1I'!1 (caseyhixIAiI'!I)'Y136 minutely 
15c 16c 17c 18c 19c 
cAsyeyhi~Ai]i;1 (79) 1482 100) 
cAsyeyi~Ai]o] (8) 1632 1852 
cAseyi ~ All 0] (1) 1852 
cAseyhi~Alli;] (1) 1792 
cAsyei~Al 0] (7) 1682 1881 
cAsyehi~Al-&-1 (73) 1496 1883 
cAsi~A] (2) 1600-- 1792 
caseyi;.:tAll 01 (3) 1887 
caseyhi;.:tAll -&-1 (3) 1887 
casyehi;.:tAl -&-] (2) 1496, 1670 
casyeyhi;.:tAi] -&-1 (2) 1748, 1887 
'YcAyenhi~\?l'!l<cayenhiAl\?l,!1)'Y137 naturally 
15c 16c 17c 18c 19c 
cAZyenhi~~-&-1 (10) 1489- 1517 
cAyeni~~o] (26) 1517 1881 
cAyenhi~~-&-1 (32) 1517 1796 
cayenhiAt~ -&-1 (3) 1466 
'YcAco~~(cacuXI9-)'Y138 often 
cAlo~ 5.. (93) 
CACO~ ~ (331) 
CACU~~ (1) 
CACYO~ £. (I) 
caco;.:t~ (3) 
cacu;.:Ff'- (2) 
caJo;.:t 5.. (8) 







1600 ---- 1895 
255 
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"'chakhi~-a-I (chakhakey~i;f}jl) "'139 vi rtuously 
chakhi:aJ-i;] (3) 
chakhhkey:aJ-~ Jll (1) 
Chyakhi:!fi;] Cl) 
c~akhhkeY:!f~ 711 (0) 





chezem.:<J ~ (487) 
chezam.:<J t} (1) 
CheAJll;<-j & (6) 
cheem.:<J ~ (166) 
cheim.:<J % (46) 
c~ezem"l ~ (3) 





17c 1& 19c 
1690-1m 
1541 ---- 1792 
1465 -1576 
1576 
1632 ---- 1900 
1792 
1698:-----1876 
... chyenchyeni~~ol(chenchenhi~~t;1l"'141 slowlY 
chencheni~ ~ 0] (1) 
chyenchyeni~H! 0] (13) 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
1895 
1600 ---- 1869 
... chiki~71 (chikinhi~.gt;1) "'142 compassionately 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
chikiz,.7] (29) 1447 1632 
chiki~o] (1) 175'! 
chikinhi~.g.i;] (7) 1746- 1900 
chikyeni~~o] (3) 1756, 1852,1895 
chikyenhi~~ i;l (4) 1746-1783, 1895 
... chAlyeylo~ ~1.~(chalyeYlo:tf~I.lEJ "'143 in turn 
Ch Atyeylo~ t:l]:~. (4) 
chAlyeylo~ilfI~ (41) 
chalyeylo;<} ill] ~ (3) 














chAlhali~ ~ i!l (2) 
chalalo;,l-i!} ~ (1) 
chalhali ~i;l-i!l (2) 
chAlhA1o~~ ~ Cl} 
chAlhali ~~ i!l Cl} 
15c 16c 17c 1& 19c 
1728 




1617 ----- 1876 
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... chAma~OHchama;tfOf)"'145 for (alll the world 









1600 ---- 1895 
1632, 1&52,1895 
... chAmhi~~l(cokhi~~1) ... 146 enough 
15c I&: 17c 1& 19c 
chAmhi~$1 (2) 1517, 1676 
cokhi~$\ (2) 1852 
"'chAYkchAYki~"'171(ppaYkppaYkiWlll!!!lloll"'147 densely 
15c I&: 17c 1& 19c 
chAykehAyki.tj~\71 (7) IM7-1482. 1632 
ppaykppaykhi~I!!j$\ (3) 1895 
ppaykppayki~>!!!f°\ (0) 
"'khikey3.JlI"'148 in a big way 
khikey 3. ~J (606) 
khi7J (116) 
15c I&: 17c 
1459---
IM6 ---- 1637 
1& 19c 
lroJ 
"'thikpyeli~~ol (thikpyelhi~~~1l"'149 particularly 
thikpyeli~~ 0\ (127) 
thikpyelhi~~$\ (4) 





15c I&: 17e 19c 
phyenanhi~ ~ii\ (51) 1463 
1& 
-------1783 
phyenani~~o\ (30) 1517 ----------1887 
phyenanhill\ 'dii\ (1) 1517 
"'himhimit!t!OI(hankahi!17f'!/)"'151 with leisure 
15c I&: 17e 1& 19c 
himhimi ~ ii\ ,,] (2) 1500 1657 
himhimi~~ol (13) 1669 -1795 
himhimhi~~ii] (3) 1670, 1721,1765 
hankahi~7J-ii] (9) 1576 1roJ 
"'hAmAlmye~:i:Ilj(hamulmye~~Ilj)"'152 much (still) more/less 
MrnAlmye ~ ~ oj (353) 
Mmilmye~%oj (320) 
Mmulmye~%oj (21) 
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"'hAvekom~otiHhavekim"!fOjit)"'153 letting (someone do) 
hAyakom~O]:~ (92) 
hAyakim~o]:~ (11) 
hAyekom ~ <if ~ (Er16) 
hAyekim ~ Cl ~ (32) 
hAyyakom~ 0]:1'1- (10) 
hAyyekom~ <if 1'1- (232) 
hAyyekim~ <if i?" (2) 
hayakomi;}o]:~ (l) 
hayekomi;}<if ~ (2) 










"'hAoza~ £"Hhonca~Af/hollo.Sl.) "'154 alone 
hAP AZa~ 't.o.} (2) 
hAoza ~ .2.ll.} (253) 
hAoa~ .2. 0 } (58) 
Moya~ .2. 0 ]: (l) 
hAowa ~.2.~ (6) 
hAonza ~ ~ll.} (2) 
Monca ~ ~;..j- (1) 
hoza§A (1) 
hooza§..2.ll.j- (l) 
hooya§..2. 0]: (l) 
hoosa§..2.Aj- (2) 
hoonca§.~;"} (10) 








hAollo ~ % ~ (155) 
hoollo§. % ~ (13) 
hoillo§. % ~ (2) 
hoolno§. % x (2) 
hoilno§.%x (9) 
hollot-~ (130) 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
1445 
1447-1496 


























"'hAnkAlkAthi~. -:lEI (hankvelkathi~~l.tOIl"'155 consistentlv 
15c 16c 17c I&: 19c 
MnkAllu.rti~~<'El (62) 1517 1792 
hAnkAlkAchj~ ~ <' "I (6) 1761-1792 
hAnkAlAthj~ <' ~ El (1) 1617 
hAnkAlkasti ~ ~.:.!-t:] (I) 1745 
hAnkAlkAsti~ ~ At:] (3) 1741-1792 
hAnkAlkAscj"!~AAI (3) Im-1788 
hAnkAlkAschj"!~A"1 (15) 1746-1784 
hAnkAlkAsthj "! ~ A El (26) 1632- 1797 
hAnkAlZAt\ ~ ~ {> El (l) 1617 
hAnkAIAthj ~ ~ Q El (41) 1461 ---- 1635 
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IumktJAtthj ! ~ g El (1) 
hAnktJkAtthj ! ~ ~ El (12) 
hAnktJkAtti! ~ ~ q (4) 
hAnkAlAchj! ~ ~ ~l (1) 
hAnkelkAc\! ~ "7 ~l (1) 
hAnkelkAsc\! ~ A ~l (1) 
hankilkaschj~"€~~l (1) 
hankAlkAthi~ ~"7 El (1) 
1517 






"'hAmskiy~~(ttlllJ)"'156 together (with) 
1887 
15c 16c 17c 18c 19c 










1(00 ---- 1!?69 
1500-----












hAusao 1 AJ- (1) 
hAusyauAyl AJ:<!l (1) 
hAUSYau 1 AJ: (99) 





"'hAYlJhye~~(haYlJye~0j)""58 by chance 
1852-1895 
1880 
15c Hic 17c 1& 19c 
hAyuhyell~ (7) 1461 -1500 
hAyuhyell~ (139) 1517 1876 
hAyuyell oj (8) 1600-- 1774 
hjuhyell~ (J) 1774 
hayuye~oj (0) 
hayuyena ea oj y. (1) 1895 
3. Examples of Lexical Diffusion in Korean 
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The following is a classification of the phonological changes based on 
our close examination of word frequency done in the preceding section. 
Besides applied examples (pros) and counterexamples (cons) to a certain 
change, there are some 'in-between' examples (intermediate) in which 
appearances of a change are too close to claim any definite precedence and 
periodically co-occur within the time span of 30 years that is roughly the 
duration of speakers' generation. 
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<summarized list of investigation) 
Table A. vocalic changes ------ pros(application) intermediates 1 h>a( . > t) in initial syllable 16 1 
2 h>i( . >-) in noninitial syllable 22 5 
3 h>O( • >-L) in noninitial syllable 4 10 
4o>u(-L>T) 13 5 
5 word-final o>i (-L>-) before m 7 
6 i>u(->T) 4 4 
7 regressive assimilation by i 
(L e. umlaut) 3 4 
8 h, i> i ( . , -> 1) in the 
4 
second syllable 
9 yey>ey( ~1 > -11) 2 3 
10 ya>a(\: > t ) 1 7 
11 ya>a(~>;) 6 5 
12 yo>o( Jl.>-L) 2 
Table B. consonantal changes ------ pros (application) intennediates 13 P>0(lS>O) before i( 1) 12 
14 intervocalic Z>0(l, > 0 ) 11 
15 hh>h(%%>~) 1 1 
16 cc>c[sc](;o;>;>;o;;[M]) 2 
17 syllable-final s>t(A>C) 8 1 
18 t/th>c/Ch(C/E>;o;;/*) before 
7 1 Vy( 1 ): pruata1ization 
191>n(2)'-) 2 
20 k>S(i>A) before i( 1 ) 5 1 
21 intervocalic h>0 (-a-> 0), 





















3 ~ :r 
0 
" '" .. 
!". 
3 0 " 
cons 
Oil 
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A. Vocalic Changes 
3.1. A>a{ . > ~) in the initial syllable 
Among the items in the list for investigation above, we first show the 
examples of A>a{ . > l-) in the initial syllable in the vocalic changes. The 
years in parentheses are for the forms to be changed, and those that come 
after the vertical bar (' I ') are for the forms that have been changed. The 
words have been presented according to the order of the year in which 
the rule has first applied. The numbers at the end of each paired words 
refer to the number of the changed forms out of the total, e.g. atak '1/29' 
means that there is 1 form changed out of total 29; calo '13/437' means 
that 13 (calo 8 + later forms caco 3 + cacu 2, i.e. all allomorphs that 
experienced a change A>a' > l-) are changed out of total 437. This rate 
sometimes comes out in number 0 lower than expected, but what is 
important is to show the trend of the change. Whether the number is over 
or under the expectation is something to be considered in the conclusion 
of this study. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 
1) 
chlo ~~(93) 0447 
calo ;x.t~(8) 11600 
2) 
clwna ~"H172) 0447 
chama ~OHlO) 11600 
3) 
IIlJ\clwnnay ~ ~'-Il(282)(1447 
maclwnnay "t~'-Il(3) 11632 
4) 
hAnkAlkAthi !~7El(62) 0517 
hankAlkAthi ~ ~ 7 El (1) 11632 
cf. hAnkiJkasti ! ~ ?!-t:J (1) 
5) 
hA!IlJ\lmye ~ ~ uj(353) (1447 
hamtJmye '5j-~ Dj (2) 11658, 
6) 
phyahilO ~ o~~£(78) 0617 
payahilo tlto~~~(20) 
7) 
chAlhali ~'5j-c1(78) (1464 
chalalo *ti!}.£(1) 
8) 
hAyekom ~ OHH876) 0517 
hayekom '5j-oj :iH2) 
9) 
hAmskiy !!:!j (327) (1500 

































Illh=nak '<'~'2/"(I8) (1459 ---------1!XXl) 
macinunak .,,~~ '!J"(1) 




P!Jsye ~A1(182) (1461--------1852) 
palsye ~A1 (22) 11763 - 1!XXl 
12) 
chtJyeylo ~i!Il~(41) (1481 ----------1!XXl) 
chalyeylo ~~i!Il~(3) 11m.1778 
13) . 
CAlllO ~ 5!.(152) (1463 ------- 1796) 
camos A~*(4) 11796 -1&'52 
14) 




MosyllO t .... c!'(gg) (1575 ------- 1!XXl) 
haosao ~J%(17) 11&'52-1895 
16) 
Myuhye ~~(7) (1461 - 1500) 







From the above we can see that the change of A>a<' > }) has 
gradually spread between 1600 and 1895. This change occurs to all 16 
words examined. without exception. There are only 16 example words in 
the above because we limited our investigation to adverbs. but the same 
change could be observed almost without exception if we look into groups 
of words under other grammatical categories. 
An example that has been regarded as intermediate m the list for 
investigation is the following: 
17) CAsyeyhi ~41~](79) 1482 - 1!XXl casyehi A~A1 ~](2) 1496. 1670 
This cannot be considered as a very good example of A>a( . > }) since 
we do not think 14 years (1496 minus 1482) are not long enough to claim 
a change established through a generation, that is about 30 years, although 
this example is not counter to the general direction of phonological change 
under this rule. The following one, on the other hand, is a counterexample 
in which a ( }) shows up earlier than A( • ). 
18) cayenhi At~ ~](3) 1446 chZYenhi ~~~](lO) 1489 - 1517 
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Here are some examples of A>a( . > J-) in the noninitial syllable. Just 
for the reference they will be shown in the same order: pro, intermediate, 
and con. At first, four pros: 1 
1) 
attJri o},<, 7](7) 0459 1632) 
cf. atl.k o}S;(4) 11575 
atak o};j-(1) 11575 1/29 
2) 
yosAi .a ~ 0](151) 1517 1881 
yosai .aA}o](3) 11676 1!R5 3/180 
3) 
sel" Ai ~ (528) 0475 17$) 
sela Ai i!}(1) 11744 113035 
4) 
cyekintAs ;q -e X (2) 0600 -lm) 
cyekintas ;q -e '3!(2) 11776 2147 
Two intermediates: the starting years of two different forms are the 
same. 
5) ayyalAsi °flot~A](2) 1481, 1632 ayyala oij oti!}(4) 1481, 1632 
6) aolllh o}~~(}) 1887 aulna o}-&L.}-(}) 1887 
One con: 
7) honca ~?:Hl28) 1517 - 1000 honc" ~~(13) 1600 - 1000 
3.2. A)H . )-) in the noninitial syllable 
Below we list first 22 lexical items in chronological order, which is 
followed by 13 examples of i>A(->·), that is, words in which i(-) 
shows up earlier than A( . ). 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the nwnber of 
1) changed forms/total) 
tamAn t::j-~ (166) (1447 1776) 
tamin t::j-~(28) 11500 1869 2&'1044 
2) 
1 I am grateful that an anonymous reviewer of this manuscript in English pointed out 
that these 'four pros' occur in the noninitial syllable whereas I hastily counted them as 
examples in the initial syllables. In my manuscript in Korean these four examples were 
counted as pros in the initial syllables inadvertently. While reading that Korean version 
published in 'the Journal of Humanities, Seoul National University, No. 41: 59-lOO,' 
replace that part with this newly arranged list of 16(pros)-l(intermediate)-l(con). 
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melCCilki ~ ~ 7](1) (1489) 
melcisi ~2':.A](2) 11500. 1670 6/8 
3) 
etiystAn 0i~~(3) (1475 - 1517) 
etiystinOi ~ ~(1) 11517 1/33 
4) 
anCAk ~~(48) (1447 1749) 
ancik ~~(8) 11517-1586. 1632 11/463 
5) 
alMntye o~;;cj(9) (1461 1632) 
alimtye o~~cj(3) 11518 5/14 
6) 
lwruJmye ~ ~ oj(353) (1447 1792) 
Iwnilmye ~%uj(320) 11586 1900 330nn 
7) 
poyyahAlo .!i!J0~~ £(65) (1447 17'37) 
poyyahilo .!i!J o~~£(6) 11586 17'37 208/340 
cf. poyahtJo !;l..o~~£(31) (1461 17'37) 
poyahilo !;l.. O~~£(67) 11586 -- 1792 
8) 
palh ll~ '!- (:ni) (1459 17'37) 
palj llt £(2) 11632. 1676 21480 
9) 
llAcAki \-~7](80) (1459 1m) 
llACiki \-2':.7](3) 11635. 1670 1765 3/93 
10) 
alMntai ot;; ej-o] (61) (1465 1852) 
alimtai °t~ej-o](3) 11658 1736 1876 5172 
11) 
CI\lllAS ~ ~ (23) (1586 1792) 
ChITlis ~*(24) I 1658--1758 25/264 
cf. CI\lllAt ~ g (4) (1617-1752) 
ChITlit ~%(l) 1748 
12) 
YOCMIIl .£l..~ g (3) (1632-1669) 
yociim .£l..2':. %(1) 11670 1/18 
13) 
chnAkCAllAki 
~!s;~\-7](31) (1447 1632) 
ChnikChl1ik 
~~~~(2) 11728. 1763 2136 
14) 
shlWi ~ "" ej (1) (1649-1659) 
shltiJi ~sej(1) 11728 5/6 
15) 
lllAchMlll1ay '<' ~t.ll(720)(1447 1797) 
lllAchimnay '<' % t.ll (2) 11728. 1765 V720 
16) 
ollAlsnal .2. ~ 'It(66) (1447 1632) 
onilnal .2. ~ 'It( 4) I 17'37 -1881 4/146 
17) 
moWnaY £. '!- oH (1) (1632) 
molimi £.~o](2) I 1763-1m 11/1103 
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18) 
eyekintAs ~ c-X (2) 




mAClIIllilk '2~'2j-OS) 0459 ---------- 1!XXl) 
IllIIeimak '2 z,. '2j-(l) 11768 2 
cf. macllmak ut~'2j-(1) (17$) 
macimak utz,. '2j-(S) 1 1869-1lm 
20) 
atAk\ 0}5;i>](10) 0459 ---- 1632) 
atikhi o}& i>](2) 117$ 1882 
21) 
tolAhye £~fIj(m) 0465 -------1737) 














In contrast to these 22 examples, there are 13 examples in which change 
occurs in the reversed direction of i>A(->') or the forms with i(-) 
show up before the forms with A( • ) are found. It is quite possible that 
these are examples of retro-orthography that occur in analogy with the 
change A>i< . >-). 
23) kuthiyye Tl'joj(293) 
24) nencisi 'C!.>:1"](13) 
25) muiis -¥-*(46) 
26) PllypiJi 1l1.!!.s(23) 
27) sisilo ~~£(632) 
sllsilo ~ ~£(1) 
28) sihik "1 ~(1) 
29) ecilei ojz,.ci 0 ](165) 
30) izikko 01 ~ .ll(29) 
31) imiy °1.!!}(709) 
32) it"isnal °1~'i(7) 
33) ileik ~ ~(784) 
cf. ileAki ~~71(2) 
34) eimcis ~~(47) 
35) eheim ~i %(46) 
1447 - 1752 
1463 - 1728 
1682 - 1881 
1481 - 1758 
1467 - 1796, 18$ 
1774 
1465 
1461 - 1882 
1463 - 1518 
lEOO - 18$ 
1447 - 1881 
1461 - 18$ 
(1632 - 1670) 
1475 - 1880 
1632 -- 1!XXl 
kuthllyye T~oj(33) 
nenellsi 'C!~"l(1) 
muiAs -¥-;; (36) 
PllypiJA Ill.!! ~ (1) 
sisrJo ~~£(819) 
sihhk "1 ~(l) 
ecrJei oj ~ci 0](4) 





eheAm ~ g(6) 
0617 - 1758) 
(1797) 
0756 - 1788) 
(1517) 
(1617 - 1!XXl) 
OEOO) 3 
0600 - 1617) 
(617) 
0600 - 1736) 
(1617 - Im) 
0736 - 1!XXl) 
(1677 - 1761) 
(1600 -- Im) 
In addition to these examples, there are five more intermediate examples 
2 Note that the duration of ,,( . ) is much longer than that of j( -) in this example. 
3 Only one example is found, which could mean that it is a misspelling of the 
absolutely frequent ·sihok(Al~). 
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in which appearances of 11.(.) and i{ -) in the noninitial syllable 
periodically overlap within the time span of 30 years. 
36) pantAki tfr>;: 71<1446) 1459-1637 
cf. pantAsi tfr>;:Aj(I556) 1481-1900 
'57) pentAki ~>;:7I(l) 1463 
cf. pentAsi ~ "" A](3) 1608-1746 
38) selA Ai ~(528) 1475-1~ 
39) milAs E.;:(36) 1600-1900 
40) molomchki .'i'..iFS',O](2) 1761-1788 
pantiki tfr S71 (1) 1463 
pantisi tfrSAI(6) 1517-1876 
pentiki ~S7](50) 1447-1632 
pentisi ~SA1<10) 1461-1761 
seli "ig (930) 1447-1749 
milis E.~(146) 1600-1900 
molomciki .'i'.. *?r0](18) 1736--1881 
Judging from the distributional rate of pros, cons and intermediate 
examples, we can see that the change of A -> i(· >-) in the noninitial 
syllable has not been a dominating trend. Rather the rule has been 
gradually diffused, eventually to apply to two thirds of the lexical items 
between 1500 and 1887. 
3.3. A>O{ • >J...) in noninitial syllable 
We find for this change 4 examples of application and 10 intermediate 
examples, while there are 7 counterexamples. This distribution suggests 
that contrary to what is generally believed, it is difficult to say that the 
change is a well established rule in the history of Korean. The 4 examples 
of application are: 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 
1) 
poyyalWo l!]°t~ 5!-(65) 0447 ------ 1W) 
poyyaholo l!]°t~5!-(14) 
cf. P/lyyalWo III °t~ 5!-(2) 
pAyyaholo III °t~5!-(1) 
2) 
ayyalAsi °not~A1(2) (1481, 
ayyalosi on 0t5!-AI (I) 
3) 











I 1608 ---- 1887 









The 10 intermediate (in-between) examples are the followings, which 
appear almost at the same period. 
5) kaPAntAy 7~!~(2) 1459 kaontAy 7r.g.~(005) 1447 -- 1900 
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6) kasktJo ~7 .st(30) 
7) toWlye £ ~ -ai (W) 
8) pa\A lit ~ «:ni) 
9) sev. "l ~ (528) 
10) syukolAi fr.ll. ~ 0](1) 
11) oAlo .2. ~ .st(43) 
12) oyW ~ ~ 0](10) 
13) couJAi £ ~ ~ 0](2) 










kaskolo ~ .ll..st(33) 
tolohye £o.st -ai (39l) 
palo IIt.st(173) 
selo Ai .st(487) 
syukoloi fr.ll..sto](26) 
0010 .2..2..st(8) 
oyloi ~.st 0](24) 
cozoloi £~.st 0] (1) 
hhoza ~ .2.AH253) 
cf. hooza ~.2.AHl) 1461, 
1447 - 1795 
1481--1900 
1482,1600 - 1900 
1459 --1900 
1481 - 1881 
1481 - 1752 
1481 - 1876 
1481 
1447 - 1496 
hoza ~~Hl) 1514 
In the following 7 examples, unlike the preceding examples of A>O( • > 
J..), forms with 0(J..) in the noninitial syllable show up earlier than those 
with A(' ). These are the examples of original 0(J..) hypercorrected as 
retro-orthographic A( • ) when the loss of A( • ) began to come into effect. 
In other words, forms with orthographic A(') below might not be 
pronounced with actual A( • ) since A( . ) was already lost. 
15) molomay £.stuij(768) 1447 - 1752 
16) poyaholo .!i!°):~.st(16) 1517 - 1792 
cf. poyahtJo .!i!0t~ .st(31) 1461 - 1737 
17) sonzo e~(41) 1447 - 1876 
18) sihok A]~(888) 1447 - 1752 
19) aolo ot .2..stOOO) 1463 - 1852 
20) aco ot£(74) 1576 - 1900 
21) yocozom .R.£%(4) 15ffi - 1632 
molAmay £ ~ uij (I) 
phyahtJO 1:1 o):~ .st(3) 
sonCh e~(2) 
sihhk A]~(1) 
aov. 0 t .2. ~ (2) 
ach 0t~(I) 







(1632 - 1669) 
If the distribution rate is not limited to the adverbs, the change of A>O 
( . >J..) in the noninitial syllable can be regarded as a phenomenon that 
occurred under a very limited, peculiar environment rather than having 
undergone a full scale lexical diffusion. 
Here are two examples of A>O( . >J..) in the initial syllable just for the 
reference. 
the rate (the number of 
1) changed forms/total) 
ChffiO ~ £(52) 0463 1796) 
como ££(1) I 1583 1/264 
2) 
hholo ~%.st(55) 0459 1632) 
hoolo ~%.st(3) I 1617 1876 'J2J3/W 
cf. hollo ~ .st(30) 1461 1876 
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3.4. o)u(..l..).,-) 
The raising of 0 to u begins to show up from the 16th century with the 
example 'ceykum (~l~): but a great majority of the examples for this 
change are found between 1700 and 1895. This change has been very 
dominant in Seoul dialect above all. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed forms/total) 
ceyyekom ;l]loj *(99) (1447 1632) 
cf. ceykom ;l]1-#- (5) 0517 1664) 
ceykum ;I]]w (2) 11576. 1700 :?,IllS 
2) 
selo )."1£ (487) (1459 1!XXl) 
selu ~"1.!f- (1) 11700 113035 
3) 
amoli or£.i!.j (48) 0600 1852) 
amuli orlj!-i!.j (20) 11728 -1876 20/93 
4) 
kaskolo ~j1£ (33) 0447 1795) 
keskuJo ?i!T£ (4) 11741-1795 11/74 
5) 
moto £.5'. (02) 0447 1!XXl) 
motu £..!f- (5) 11774 - 1887 51629 
6) 
IIlAYO 111.2. (45) 0461 1869) 
IIlAYU 111-?- (1) 1 1800-1!XXl 1:?,1157 
7) 
PAypilo IlI.1:!.£ (2) (632) 
cf. \lhyp,dokey III Jf-£JI] (1) (1741) 
PAYPulukey III Jf-f-JI] (1) 11887 V55 
8) 
maco 0r3': (94) 0447 1887) 
macu Or? (4) 11887. 1895 4/98 
9) 
CACO ~ 3': (331) 0447 1876) 
CACU ~? (1) 11869 3/437 
cf. caco .Ar3': (3) 0!XXl) 
cacu .Ar? (2) 11887 
10) 
aolo 01-.2.£ (lOB) 0463 1852) 
cf. aolllh 01-% '-' (1) 11887 
aulna 0 r% t+ (1) 11887 1/115 
11) 
sonso e~ (3) 0617 1852) 
sonsu e'i'- (1) 11895 1/122 
12) 
aco °r3': (74) 0576 1!XXl) 
acu Or? (1) 11895 1/76 
13) 
tomoci 5'.£..AI (17) (1748 1!XXl) 
tomuci 5'.lj!-.AI (1) 11895 1/19 
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Unlike the above 13 examples, we have 5 examples whose variant forms 
almost overlap periodically. 
14) kyeyo ~~(18) 
15) teak t:-J ~(5!6) 
16) piloso Il] 5'-±(212) 
17) yocozom j13:~(4) 








pilusu Il] ~4-(11) 
yocuzum .a. -,?%(l) 
cicilu A]3~(4) 
1fm - 1883 
1447 -1!m 
1481 - 1632 
1481 
1481 - 1632 
There are also two examples in which the forms, with u(T) show up 
earlier than those with 0(J..). 
19) tulu ¥-~(234) 
cf. tuIu ~4-(2) 










The raising of O>u(J..>T) is well established from the above examples 
where 18 examples show either application of the rule or the intermediate 
variation stage of the change. 
3.5. -om>-im(-%>-~) in the word-final position 
The change of the suffIx -om(-%) to -im(-g) or -kom(-m to -kim(-if) 
at the end of a word also shows the gradual periodic diffusion. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed forms/total) 
cyokom ~'#-(28) Otm 1869) 
cyokim ~if(7) 11600 1887 9/63 
cf. cokom ~-tf(26) 0752--1!m) 
cokim ~if(2) 1 18$ 
2) 
yocozom .a.~~(4) (I481-1fm) 
yociim .a.3;}(1) 11670 1/18 
3) 
hhyekom ~ oj '#-(876) 0517 1!m) 
hhyekim ~ oj '6-(32) 11682 1887 45/1258 
cf. hhyakom ~ ot'tH92) Ofm 1!m) 
hhyakim ~ otif(ll) 1 1736--1882 
cf. hhyyekom ~]oj'#-(232) (1475 1796) 
hhyyekim ~ oj if(2) 11783 
4) 
silekom A] i!i -tf(489) (1481 1887) 
silekim A] i!J if(10) 11736-1887 10/499 
5) 
ceyyekom ;tJ] oj '#-(99) 0447 1632) 
ceykim ;tJ] if(1) 11763 1/115 
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6) 
kAskom Z tI-(11) (1657 - 1752) 
kAskim Z-s-(1) 117!E V12 
7) 
tasikom t:j-Al tI-(57) 0447 1778) 
tasikim t:j-Al-s-(3) 11876 3/64 
Concerning this rule, no examples are found to be against it nor is there 
any example that could be regarded as being intennediate between pros 
and cons of the rule. 
3.6. i)u(-).) 
The following four are examples of i( - ) being labialized after a 
consonant such as p(l:l), m(o), 1(2), and c(;;<;).4 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed forms/tota1) 
piliso lll.E.±(24) (1467 1887) 
piluso 1l1~±(3) 11517 1008-1632 14/569 
2) 
milis E.*(146) (1fOO 1!XXl) 
mulis .!j!.*(32) 11682 1881 49/804 
cf. milAs E.;:(36) (1fOO 1!XXl) 
mulAs .!j!.;: (11) 11756-1788 
cf. miliys %~(546) (1447 1700) 
muliys %~(2) 1465, 1721 
3) 
mintik ~~(755) (1447 1!XXl) 
muntik -If-~(91) J 1617 1!XXl 92/921 
cf. mintis ~~(20) (1481 1632) 
muntis -If-~(l) 11776 
4) 
PAypilikey 1!1.!!.E./l](7) (1475 1758) 
cf. PAYPIokey 1!1'!!~Jll(1) 11741 
phypulukey 1!1-¥-~}j](1) 1887 12/55 
Phypulikey 1!1-¥-g,Jll(5) 1887 
The followings are the intermediate examples within 30 year span of 
change. An example that occurs after c(;;<;), e.g. 5), has also been included. 
5) cizim ~%(5) 
ciim ~%(23) 
6) pilisu 111.E.~(24) 
1463 - 1569 
1617 - 1!XXl 






1481 - 1632 
4 One may exclude liquid I and affricate c on purpose in order to regard this 
labialization as phonetically-motivated exclusively before labial p and m. 
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7) picyeiepsi .!:!.~~A](3) 1669 - 1121 
8) picileni .!:!.~ e-j l..j (215) 1447 - 17$ 
IXIcyelepsi -¥-:t ~ A](18)1669 - 1852 
IXlcileni -¥-~~1l..j(7) 1721 - 17!Xl 
3.7. regressive assimilation by i( 1) <umlaut) 
First, we find 3 examples that undergo umlaut before the front vowel i. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed fonnsltota1) 
eyespi oJ ~ 11] (320) (1447 1887) 
eyeyspi oJ~lI] (2) 11496,1500 3/423 
eyyeyspi 01] ~ 11] (1) 1517 
cf. eyyespi ojJ ~ 11] (1) 1500 1783 47/423 
2) 
ohiiye ,2.%] aj (1471) (1447 l!ro) 
oyhiiye 91"8"] aj (6) 11579 -1617 6/1663 
3) 
nooyya x.91 ot (4) (1481 1(00) 
noyya !<Jot (1) 1869 4/184 
cf. noiyye x.sJ oj (4) 0500 --1617) 
noyye !<Joj (3) Ilfm - 1764 
The #3) above could be considered a case of simple contraction but 
since there is a y following it, noy( ~)- could be regarded as having been 
formed by umlaut. In the following are four examples in which the 
intermediate variants appear almost at the same period. 
4) pAyyahilo l!]ot~5!.(28) 1617 - 1852 pAyahilo ~ °t~5!.(1) 1617 - 1852 
poyyahJJo 5!J°t~ 5!.(65) 1447 - ITS! poyahJJo .'i!. 0t~ 5!.(31) 1461 - ITS! 
5) sui 9-0](Zl5) 1461 - 1852 suyi 9]0](35) 1461 - 1796 
6) ayala o}oti!J-(11) 1481 - 1776 ayyala oijoti!J- (4) 1481, 1632 
7) ceyekom A1 oj 1'1-(5) 1481 - 1632 ceyyekom ;IJ] oj 1'1-(99) 1447 - 1632 
There are also four examples in which the form that has undergone 
umlaut shows up earlier than the one that has not. 
8) kuthiyye TSjoj(293) 1447 - 1752 kuthiye T §. oj (1) 1632 
cf. kuthAyye T~oj(33) 1617 - 1758 kuthAye T~oj(14) 1617 - 1797 
9) SAlAyye ~~oj(6) urn - 1765 SAlAye ~ ~ oj (4) 1765, 17$ 
SAlAyye ~~]oj(5) 1500 - 1670 SAlAye ~ ~ oj (3) 1657, 17$ 
10) ayyalosi Oijot5!.A](1) 1588 ayalosi O}ot5!.A](1) 1632 
11) hAyyekom t] oj 1'1-(2) 1475 - 1796 hAyekom ~ oj 1'1-(876) 1517 - l!ro 
cf. hAyyekim t] oj 1?-(92) 1783 hAyekim ~ oj 1?-(32) 1736 - 1882 
In the case of the last example #11), although the two pairs appear to 
be contrary to each other in terms of chronology, the first pair is 
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absolutely more frequent in use. We have therefore regarded it as a 
counterexample in which the form with umlaut has preceded the form that 
has no wnlaut. But the problem is that though wnlaut is a phenomenon 
often observed in the spoken language, it is not reflected in the 
orthography because people often think that use of umlaut is vulgar. For 
example, umlaut is well reflected in the orthography of 'kumpeYOi(i?"lI)] 0])' 
"maggot" but not in the word 'kenteki(.~ t:~ 7l)' "solid ingredient in soup" 
even though it is often pronounced as 'kenteyki (~U1) 7)' [kandegi]. 
3.8. A( • ), i( -) > i( 1) in the second syllable 
Trivial as they may look, there are a group of examples that show the 
change of 1>.(. ), i(-) > i( 1) after palatal affricate C(A) in the second 
syllable from the second half of the 19th century. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the nwnber of 
1) changed forms/total) 
ecilei oj3a~ 0](165) (I461 1882) 
ectJei oj~cj0l(4) 111ro-1617 
ecilei oj?:]a~0](2) 1883 21100 
2) 
nACAki "~7](80) (1459 Im) 
nAciki "37] (3) 11635 -1765 
cf. naciki *~o](O) Wc. 0/93 
3) 
ilcik ~ Ef(784) (1461 IlRi) 
ilCAk ~~(79) 11736--l!m 
cf. ilccik ~-¥l(O) Wc. 0/1014 
4) 
nencisi \13).1 (13) (1463 1728) 
nencAsi \1~).](1) 11797 
cf. nencisi \1?:]Aj{O) 20 c. 0/15 
The examples of 1), 3) and 4) where i(-) in the second syllable is 
written into A( . ) as well are hypercorrected retro-orthographies in relation 
to the loss of A(·). The following example, on the other hand, is a 
hypercorrection against the vowel fronting after the palatal affricate C(A). 
That is, it is a counterexample in which ciC~·) shows up later than d(Al). 
All five items from 1) to 5) end up with ci( A)) or cci( ~l) in the 20th 
century. 
5) ocik ..2.~(2868) 1447 - l!ID ocik ..2.Ef(9) 1876 - 1883 
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3.9. yey> eye ~J > ·n) 
The following group of words are examples In which 'yey( ~1 )' 
orthographically changes to 'ey(·n )'. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed forms/total) 
syaosiyey "of"] "I](S) 0600 - 1746) 
syaosiey ".fA] ot] (7) 1 1758-rm 7/41 
2) 
cAsyeyhi ~ 41 <\"](79) (1482 1!m) 
cAseyhi ~~]<\"](l) 11792 8/191 
cf. cAsyeyi ~Aj]o](S) (1632 -- 1852) 
cAseyi ~Allol(1) 1852 
cf. casyeyhi A~Aj] "6"](2) 0748 - 1887) 
caseyhi A}Al] <\"](3) 1887 
There are also intennediate examples that are difficult to judge which of 
the two variants came first because the fonns with eye ~1) and those with 
yey( ~1) periodically overlap. 
3) syaonye 1/'\.j1(270) 
4) estYey ~ t:I](1873) 
5) moncyey ~:.III(6) 
1447 - 1518 
1447 - 1776 
1447 - 1632 
syaune 1/'L1](4) 
estey ~ t~](5) 
moncey ~;of](l) 
1465 - 1496 
1465 - 1496 
1461 
Three counterexarnples have been found in which 'eye il), precedes 'yey 
( ~1 )'. 
6) cikcey ~;of](79) 
7) encey ~ ;of](97) 
8) aiey o}o] 01](4) 
1489 - 1790 
1447 - 1!m 
1736 - 1783 
cikcyey ~ :.111(2) 
encyey ~;q1(6) 
aiyey o}o] ofl(4) 
1617, 1632 
1764 - lag) 
lm -1792 
Judging from the present fonn, phonetically 5 'yey( ~1), must have been 
neutralized to the monophthong 'eye il),. Even orthographic ally the direction 
of change only in 6), 7) and 8) seems to have been 'ey>yey(·n > ~1)" which 
suggests retro-orthography, while 1), 2), 3), 4), and 5) show yey>ey( ~1 > ~1 ). 
5 Although there is not any record of phonetic evidence, considering the historical 
trend of monophthongization based on 3-9, 10, 11, 12 (yey, ya, y;), yo > ey, a, ;), 0), 
this explanation with neutralization is quite plausible. One may trY to explain this 
sound change from ey to yey, reverse to the above direction. However, it is far less 
convincing because the total of 3-9, 10, 11, 12 (yey, ya, y;), yo > ey, a, ;), 0) by pros 
vs. cons. is 11 (2+1+6+2) vs. 9 (3+3+0+3) and it is reasonable not to reverse this stati-
stical result as well as historical evidence. ef. Table of summarized list A voca1ic changes. 
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3.10. ya>a(~>~) 
If we assume the direction of change from ya( F) to a( r), there is only 
one example for it. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. 
1) 
hAusyau ! "J(99) 
hAusau ! ~(l) 
(1575 ------- 1900) 
11795 
But there are 7 intermediate examples, 
2) camskyan ~ Z!(1) 
3) sYaijnye 11'~(782) 
4) cyemcyem ~'!'l(171) 
5) tyaijsYaij 'il'1l'(30) 
6) tamantyau q.'i!'il'(l) 
7) cyanstik ~(l) 










cemcem 1i 1i (7) 
tyauSaij'il''',fO) 
tamantau q. '1! 'it(2) 
canstik ~~(1) 
haijSaij $J~(7) 
while there are three counterexamples. 
9) hAoa ~ ..2.ot(58) 
honca ~AHl28) 
10) clwna -\toH189) 
11) silkhACaij ~:;J~(6) 
3.11. ye>e( ~ > ~ ) 
1481 -- 1632 






silkhAcyau ~:;;I 1}(2) 
There are 6 examples for the change ye>e( ~ > -1 ). 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. 
1) 
prusye ~ "'1 (182) (1461 1852) 
ruse ~Ai(}) 11600 
cf. pa]sye ~"'1(Z2) 0763 -1900) 
pa]se ~ Ai (2) 1 1S!*i 
2) 
syelpkey ~7I1(10) 0463 1795) 
selpkey ~ i'll (1) 11600 
3) 
kuthiyye T5j01(293) (1447 1752) 
kut"Aye =jL~oJ(1) 11632 
4) 
esye 61"'1(67) (1447 1852) 
ese oJAi(2) 11876 
5) 
chyenchyeni ~~ 01(3) (1600 1869) 
chencheni ~~0](1) 1 1S!*i 























mence 'l! AI (1) 
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(1758 - 1887) 
118$ 
Five intennediate examples are found. 
7) moncye ~;ej(1573) 
8) syeli Joj gm 
9) chyezem 74~(3) 
10) cyenhye ~iIl(173) 










cenhye ~ ill (5) 
cemcem ~ 11 (7) 








15 c. 16 c. 
1) 
17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the nwnber of 
changed forms/total) 
cyoyoOhi :1i% ii](5) 
coyoOhi 3':.% ii] m 
(1676 -lm) 
11700 3150 
cf. cyo\lyo\lhi ~%ii](37) 
cooyoohi %%ii]m 





cokom 3':.:g (26) 
cf. cyokim :1i~(7) 
cokim 3':.~(2) 
11748 







while there are three counterexamples. 
3) momso %~(125) 
4) piloso tl]5-~(24) 










As a last comment on the vowel, one may merge fout kinds of changes 
from 3-9 to 3-12 into a single cover tenn 'monophthongization'. 
B. Consonantal Changes 
3.13. /3>0 (~ > 0) 
The letter for the voiced bilabial fricative, /3 ( l5), existed until the mid 
15th century (1445-75) and then disappeared. The peculiar point about this 
change to 0( 0) is that it occurred almost temporarily rather than gradually, 
between 1447-81 which is within the time span of one generation (about 30 
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years).6 The first two examples below show a change from P AC~) to 0 
(..L). Otherwise, .B i ('aD changes to i ( oD. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed fonus/total) 
hAPAZa ~'il>H2) (1445) 
hAoza~ .2A(253) 1447-1496 fIJ.W:fl 
2) 
ka P Anthy 7tl~~ '<l(2) (1459) 
kaonthy 7h~''<l (6a5) 1447 1000 961/963 
3) 
kaskaPi ~7tll](18) 0447-1459) 
kaskai 3{7t°](163) 1461 1000 163/216 
4) 
mAY P i ~11I](2) (1447, 1481) 
mAyi ~I °](65) 1461 1797, 1852 97/157 
cf. mAPi "" 111(1) (1481) 
mAi "" 0](32) 1517 1869 
5) 
syeiPi ~1I](1) (459) 
syeli ~ °](9) 1461 1676 9121 
6) 
elyePi O1illll](6) 0459-1467) 
eiyei 01 ill °](58) 1461 1700 58/67 
7) 
suPi 911J(19) 0447-1475) 
sui 90](275) 1461 1852 314/395 
8) 
ecilePi O13.c.-jIlIOo) 0447-1467) 
ecilei 013.2.10](165) 1461 1882 m/lOO 
9) 
aiAmtaPi °tl§ ctv](1) (459) 
aiAmtai 0tl§ct°I(6l) 1465 1852 63/72 
10) 
cozAlAPi ~~~V](l) (1467) 
cozAW ~~~0](2) 1465 17/19 
11) 
potA!aPi .!i!.,<,'*V](l) (1447) 
potA!ai .!i!. ,<,'*°](5) 1475 1632 5IB 
12) 
saonaPi "t.2.\.f1lj(4) (1447-1467) 
saonai At .2.\.f0](4) 1481 1797 11/17 
6 One may claim that all these changes look like 'intennediate' because they 
occurred within 30 years but that claim is to naive since we know this unconditional 
change of /3 occurred without exception in the history of the Korean language. It is 
a clear case toward the disappearance and one should not reserve his judgment in 
the category of 'intennediate.' 
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3.14. z>0 (A> 0) 
The loss of intervocalic z( t:,.) occWTed between 1445 and 1579 and much 
more gradually than the loss of /3 (g). The emergence of 0( 0) marked 
by I in each item of the second line below also took a long time span, being 
observed between 1481 and 1632. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. IS c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed fonnsltotal) 
hA P hZa ~ 'I 6H2) (445) 
hAoo ~.2..0H58) 11481 ----1632 
2) 
lIlAYZY3\l ~11'(44) (1463-1496) 





cAZYenhi ~~ fi](lO) 




cf. chyezem ~~(3) 





aZlJahi 0)-~ '* fi]( 40) 
aAlai 0)- ~ '*0](4) 







(1489 - 1517) 
11517 1796 
(1447 - 1579) 
11541 1792 
(1465 - 1576) 
11576 1792 
(1463 - 151S) 
115% ------ 1881 
0464 - 1517) 
115% 1721 
1632 
0481 - 1500) 
115% -1632 
cuzum ?-®-(S) (481) 
cuum ?%(3) 






0463 - 1569) 
(1447 - 1518) 
CQZMoi 3:~~01(6) (1481) 
3.15. hh> h('1i3 > "6') 
11632 












The change of hh>h(~>"8'), though its examples are rare, OCCWTed in the 
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mid 15th century. In the word-initial position, hh>kh(~>.:::j) was found as 
in hhyeta>khyeta(~q.>7-lq.) "turn on." 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. 
1) 
toW1hye :£~aj(51) (1447-1467) 
tolAhye :£~~(zn) 1465 -------1737 
the rate (the nwnber of 
changed frons/total) 
0Tl1l52 
When the fonn with hh(H) and that with h( ~) overlap periodically, we 
sometimes find the latter preceding the fonner, as in the following example. 
2) cyenhye ~~(l73) 
cf. cenhye ~ iij (5) 
1447 -1882 
1459 - 1763 
3.16. cc>c(:v. > A) 
cyenhhye ~ aj (1) 1464 
We can see the progression of orthographic cc(;;x;<;), which first comes to 
be written c(A) or sc(.u) but in the end reverts back to cc(;;x;<;) in 
contemporary Korean. 
1) 
ilccekiy ~ ~ 3J (1) 
ilccik ~ ~(3) 
ilcik ~ ~(784) 




cf. melsciki ~~OIO) 
15 c. 16 c, 
1459 
1464 
17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the nwnber of 
changed frons/total) 
11461 -------- IBffi 939/1014 
1721-1795 
1489 
1 1fro, 1670 218 
1741 
Judging from the above examples, we can see that cc(;;x;<;) and C(A) were 
reflected in the orthography at almost the same period. 
3.17. s> t(A > c) in syllable final position 
The following 8 examples show neutralization of S(A) to t(c) in syllable 
final position, that is, before # or consonants. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the nwnber of 
1) changed forms/total) 
ithisnal 01~':t(17) (1447 1881) 
ithitnal 01~':t(1) 11600 1/189 
2) 
miliys *~!(546) 0447 1796) 
miliyt *~(4) 11613 4/804 
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3) 
eyespi oj 9! ll](:m) 0447 1887) 
eyetpi oj~1l](6) 11617 - 1752 6/423 
4) 
tamAs t:})! (413) 0463 1796) 
tarnAt t:} ~ (6) 11617 - 1749 9/ff{! 
5) 
ChlTlhS ~)! (23) (l5ffi 1792) 
ChlTlht ~ ~ (4) 11617 - 1752 111264 
cf. C/lITlOS ~*(44) 0632 1882) 
C/IITlOt ~-lit(6) 1700-1752 
cf. cAIl1is ~*(24) 1658 - 1758 
cAll1it ~%(l) 1748 
6) 
CYllUcMs ~:f:(556) 1517 100> 
CYllUchht ~~(61) 11617 - 1700 61/764 
7) 
cimcis 11 ~(47) 1475 1800 
cimcit 11€(3) 11632 - 1700 4/156 
cf. cincis ~?! (95) 1481 1&52 
cincit ~ ~ (1) 1617 
8) 
yesthay 9! Ell (3) 1748-1768 
yetthay~ ~ (I) 117ro 1/12 
A group of counterexamples are found in which t(c) changes to S(A) in 
syllable final position. This shows the convention in the orthographic trend 
of t(c) unifying to S(A), contrary to the direction of phonological change in 
S>t(A>C). As we can see in the group of counterexamples in 9)-13), the 
surface orthographic change was t>s but it is well-known that phonetically 
the change of s>t has occurred in the 16th century. 
9) motnay -litt.Jl(32) 
10) tetteti ~ t:i'cJ OS) 
11) cyekintet ;q -c ~ OS) 
12) mitpi ~ 1l](I4) 
13) pentitsi 't! €-A] (I) 
1447 - 1569 
1461 - 1632 
1463 - 1752 
1459 - 1632 
1670 
mosnay *t.Jl(8) 
testesi '3!. '3!. 0 1(26) 
cyekintes ;q t-S!(26) 
mispi '3! 1l](3) 
pentissi 't! *Al (1) 
1600 - 1895 
1658 - 1795 
1600 - 1876 
1737 
1876 
There is also one intermediate example in which it is difficult to judge 
which came first. It appears that the change S>t(A>C) started already in 
the 15th century. 
14) cyenskAt a~(4) 1461 - 1465 cyenskAs a J: (7) 1459 - 1475 
3.18. palatalization of t/th > clch(t::./E > 7<./7<.} before i/y( J } 
Examples of palatalization of t>c(c>x) and th>C\E>*) before or y 
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are found between 17th and 18th century. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed forms/total) 
esti '3!. t:l(2199) (1459 1883) 
esci '3!.7-](1540) 11600 1!KXl 1547/5699 
cf. estyey '3!. el1(l873) (1447 1776) 
escyey '3!.;lJj(7) 11632 - 1746 
2) 
hAnktJAthi ! ~ Q E1(41) (1461 1635) 
hAnkAlAchi ! ~ Q -*1 (1) 11612 25/196 
cf. hAnluJkt.thi ~ ~ 7 El (62) (1517 1792) 
hAnluJkt.chi ~ ~ 7 -*](6) 1761-1792 
cf. hAnluJkt.sthi ! ~ ):' El (26) 0632--171!7) 
hAnluJkt.schi ! ~ ):'-*] (15) 1746-1784 
3) 
ati o)-t:](ggj) (1475 171!7, 1882) 
ad oj-7.](518) 11632 1!KXl 526/1421 
4) 
etiti oj t:] t:] (52) (1459 1746) 
ecid Oi 7-] 7-](16) 11746 - 1882 17/69 
5) 
nemti 'flt:](OO) (1459 1788) 
nernci 'fl7.](6) 11765 - 1887 6/66 
6) 
motili £.t:]i!l(7) (1463 1617) 
mociIkey £. ~ rl1 (I) I1m 1/12 
7) 
ityelo 0]Bj~(3) (1600 -- 1756) 
iclly-elo 0]~~(3) 11700 417 
An example that could be interpreted as intermediate is the following in 
which the difference in the time span of appearance is 30 years. 
8) tomoti ££. t:1 (1) 1778 tomoci ££.7-] (17) 1748 - 1!KXl 
Examples that could be against the above palatalization rule are those 
below in which the forms with c(A) appears first and those with tee) only 
later in reaction to the rule. 
9) moncye .g.~(1573) 
moncyey .g.~](6) 
10) acik 0)-~(336) 
11) ocik .2. ~ (2868) 
3.19. l>n(c>L) 
1447 - 1!KXl 
1447 - 1632 
1447 - 1!KXl 
1447 - 1!KXl 
montye .g. cl (34) 
montyey .g. eI] (1) 
atik 0)-"'l(4) 
otik .2. "'l (66) 
1660 - 1794 
1756 
1600 - 1797 
1632 - 1882 
There are two examples of the suffix -loO~ .. ) changing to -(no):r.. after a 
final 1(2) in the preceding syllable, which could be examples of 
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hypercorrection that has occurred in reaction to the liquidation rule. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed fonns/total) 
sillo 115'.(133) 0447 100» 
silno 1l~(109) 11600 100) 1091242 
2) 
cinsillo ~1l5'.(528) (1466 1887) 
cinsilno ~1l~(263) 11658 100) :?63I7!*.i 
3.20. k> s(' > A) 
At first it seemed that the change of 'k!ki.(,j7J)-s/si(A/AJ)' emerged as 
the trend mostly before i( 1) and rarely in mintik(.g.~). However, in the 
contemporary period some of the examples for this change remained as the 
form with k(,) but some (pantisi(1frE.Aj), pentisi(~~o])) as the form with 
s(A). 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed fonns/total) 
pentiki ~S7](50) 0447 1632) 
pentisi ~SA](1O) 11461 1795 15171 
cf. pent:tJci ~~71(1) (1463) 
penthsi ~ ~ A](3) 1008,1670 1746 
2) 
pant:tJci 'fr~71(446) (1459 1637) 
panthsi 'fr~AlO556) 11481 100) 157213023 
cf. pantiki 'fr S7]( 1) (463) 
pantisi 'frSA](16) 1517 1876 
3) 
rnintik ~~(755) (1447 100» 
rnintis ~~(W) 11481 1632 211921 
cf. muntik ~~(91) (1617 100» 
muntis ~~(l) 1776 
4) 
melccAki 'IPl.'71(1) (480) 
melcisi ~3A](2) 11500, 1670 21.8 
5) 
nACAki ,,<'-7](80) 0459 1m) 
MCASi ,,<'-A1 (2) 11500 2193 
An example that could be interpreted as intermediate is the following in 
which the difference in the time span of appearance is about 30 years. 
6) nenciki \1371(1) 1481 nencisi \1 A1A](13) 1463 - 1728 
There are three counterexamples in which 'S(A)' shows up earlier than 
'k(, r. 
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7) mintisi ~ EoA](52) 
cf. mintik ~~(755) 
8) ilcisi ~cA](3) 




1475 - 1800 
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mintiki ~ Eo7 ](2) 
ilciki ~ c71 (1) 
cimcik ~ "f(l) 
1632 
1fffi 
1850 - 18)3 
3.21. intervocalic h> 0(-6- > 0 >, mostly hi> i(~l > 01> 
There are six examples that illustrate the change of h>0("6" > 0). Most of 
the following examples are the change of -hi(i;]»-i(O]). Deletion of 
intervocalic h started from the fifteenth century (in these adverbs from 
1517) and this reduction is still operative today. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed forms/total) 
CAzyenhi ~~ ii1 (10) 1489 -1517 
cAyenni ~~o](a;) /1517 1881 26171 
2) 
phenanhi l1! 'tlii](51) (1463 1783) 
phenani ¥! 'tlo](30) /1517 1887 30/82 
3) 
Myuhye ~~(l79) (1461-1500) 
Myuye ~ oj (8) 7 /1000 -- 1774 9/156 
4) 
cAsyeyhi ~Aj1ii](79) (1482 1!m) 
cAsyeyi ~Aj10](8) /1632 1852 19/191 
5) 
poyyahtJo J;ljo~~ .£.(65) (1447 1737) 
payailo lItO~E...£.(20) 8 /1736 1/340 
6) 
coOyoOhi ~%ii](37) (1517 1!m) 
coOyoOi ~%o](5) /1748 --1!m 6!00 
There are five examples in which the form with -hi(i;]) appears almost 
at the same period with -i(oj), which makes it difficult to judge which 
came first since they are within 30 years' time difference. 
7) mastaohi '3!- 'it-t;](500) 1467 - 1481 mastaoi '3!-'ito](482) 1459 -1518 
8) siyhi Cl ii1 (5) 1481 - 1632 siyi Cl 01 (1) 1481 
9) azAlahi 0t.Q.i!}ii](40) 1464 - 1517 aztJai 0}.Q.i!}0](2) 1481 - 1482 
cf. atJai ot ~ i!}0](4) 1586 - 1721 
10) pucilenhi -¥-c ~ ii](4) 1579 - 1782 pucileni -¥-c~ 0](24) 1586 - 1783 cf. 12) 
11) himhimhi '~H:I ii](3) 1670 - 1765 himhimi ~~01(3) 1669 - 17!fi 
7 The change in this example is not hi>j(-o-l: 0]) but hye>ye(t;!: cxj), but it is 
included here as an example of weakening of h("t;). 
8 This is an example for the contrast not between hi(-o-]): j(o]) but rather between 
hA(~): i(.Q.). It is however included here becuase it shows the weakening of h (in 
intervocalic position). 
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There are 9 counterexamples in which fonns with -i( 0]) precede those 
with -hi ('8"]). 
12) picileni !!.2'. cl '-1 (7) 1447 -17!E picilenhi !!.2'.;a i>](4) 1579 - 1782 cl. 10) 
13) taotaoi 'il''il'0](119) 1447 - 1496 taotaohi 'il''il'i>](10) 1617 - 1887 
14) chiki ~71(29) 1447 - 1632 chikinhi ~~ i>](7) 1746 - 1000 
cf. chikyeni ~~01 (3) 17$ 
15) siyksiyki ~ ~ 71(00) 1447 - 1632 siyksiykhi ~~ i>](6) 1475 - 1797 
16) kaskai 3!-7~0](163) 1461 - 1000 kaskahi 3!-7~i>](34) 1881 - 1000 
17) thikpye1i ~~0](127) 1517 - 1881 thikpye1hi ~ ~ "8"](14) 1745 - 1792 
18) epsyui "d ",0](65) 1576 - 1882 epsyuhi "d","8"](2) 1876 - 1800 
19) athki ol-Si 01(1) 1700 atikhi 01-& "8"](2) 17!E. 1882 
20) mastaoi ~'il'°](482) 1517 - 1000 mastaohi ~'il'"8"](500) 1586 - 1000 
If we asswne the change from -hi(t>]) to -i(o]) as we have done in the 
above, there are six examples that fit our asswnption. Although example 5 
does not really illustrate the change -hi(t>/»-i( 0]) because the contrast is 
between -hAC~) and -i(.Q..), it has been included here as related to the 
change under the general category of Ontervocalic) h weakening. Five 
examples could be interpreted either way, and nine are against our asswnp-
tion. It is therefore difficult to say decisively that the direction of change 
was -hi(t>]»-j(oJ), but since most of the examples except 3), 5), 8), ll), 
16), and 18) are originated etymologically from the verbal suffix -hata(t>}t::l-) 
"do," we could assume -hi(t>/) as the original fonn. This in turn shows 
that the weakening of intervocalic h was dominant enough from earlier 
times to be reflected in the orthography and already produced more 
numbers of -i( 0]) fonns, Le. cons. 
We should also look at, in relation to the above findings, the fonns in 
which -i(o]) is morphologically changed to (Le. is replaced by) -key(71]). 
These fonns do not have any relation to -hata(ii}t:t) but maybe -ke hata 
(-711 ii}t:t) "cause to do." Followings are the examples found since the 15th 
century. 
15 c. 16 c. 17 c. 18 c. 19 c. the rate (the number of 
1) changed forms/total) 
tyohi .li "8"](293) (1447 1876) 
tyokhey .li 71](32) 1447 1000 3V325 
2) 
cohi ::H1 (123) (1447 1881) 
cokhey a:7I](51) 1447 1796 51/174 
3) 
khi 71(116) (1446 1637) 
khikey .':171](600) 1459 1000 6001722 
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4) 
pottJai .J;I.. ,<,,*0](5) (1475 1632) 
pottJapkey .J;I.. '<' ~7l](2) 1459, 1466 Z/8 
5) 
elyei 01 ill 0](58) (1461 17ID) 
elyepkey 01 ~ 71](3) 1463 1617 17ID 3/OT 
6) 
tutkei ~rjo](16) 1463 1632 
tutkepkey ~~ 71](2) 1517-1586 6/74 
7) 
saonai A~ ,£,1.f0]{ 11) 1481 17fJ1 
saonapkey At.£. 'it 7l](2) 1517 1!XXl V17 
8) 
syeli ~0](9) (1461 lOT6) 
syelpkey ~ 71](10) 1463 1795 11/21 
9) 
tuthei !f-&l °](00) (1466 1862) 
tuthepkey !f-~ 71](4) 1466 1m 4/74 
10) 
a1Mntai °t~ cj-o](61) (1465 1852) 
a1Mntapkey °t~.g.71](5) 1517 1852 7m 
11) 
etui 01 !f-°](3) (1463) 
etupkey 01%711(5) 1658 1820 17/73 
12) 
sui 'T-0](275) (1461 1852) 
suypkey iJ 71/(7) IOTO 1!XXl 7iY5 
13) 
etili 01 t:l21 (8) (1461 1m) 
etilkey 01 ~711(3) 1736 7/23 
14) 
syukoloi 'i'r.Jl£. 0](26) (1481 1881) 
syukolopkey 'i'r.Jl."*71](7) 1736--17ro 7/34 
15) 
lepi "-1 11](3) (1576,1579 1637) 
lelpkey ii171] (1) 1736 4/19 
16) 
mitpi ~ 1l](14) (1459 1632) 
mitpikey ~~711(4) 1746-17fJ1 4/21 
17) 
koyloi .i!J£.0](23) (1600 1881) 
koylopkey .i!J"*711(11) 1748 - 1887 11/44 
18) 
motili £ t:l21 (7) (1463 1617) 
mocilkey £~71](I) 1W 1/12 
19) 
oyloi .2j £. °](24) (1481 1876) 
oylopkey .2j"* 71] (I) 1887 1/35 
There is one example in which the fonn with -i(ol) shows up much later 
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1658-1682 
1475 -------1758 16/35 
As Harris(1989) summarized, the Neogrammarian position is that sound 
change is lexically regular, whereas that of Wang(1977) is irregular. We 
have evidence that at least some changes conform to the classic 
Neogrammarian case (Labov, Yaeger & Steiner 1972), while sociolinguistic 
studies have also uncovered examples of on-going lexical diffusion (Milroy 
1980). 
According to Labov (1981), this paradox can be resolved by distinguishing 
two levels as follows. Neogrammarian sound change proper takes the form 
of modifications to low-level phonetic rules, while lexical diffusion occurs at 
a 'more abstract' level. He also suggests that changes in low-level output 
rules typically involve such processes as fronting/backing or raising/ 
lowering of vowels and lenition of consonants. Lexical diffusion, in contrast, 
involves more 'abstract' features such as those implicated in tensingj1axing 
or lengthening/shortening or diphthongization/monophthongization of vowels 
and place-of-articulation shifts in consonants. 
If we accept two levels mentioned above as universal and applicable to 
Korean, we may observe the following. Out of 21 changes five (A 5 & B 
13, 14, 16, 19 of summarized list) have only pros, i.e. application of rule 
without intermediates and cons. These five look like to be lexically regular 
matching to Neogrammarian hypothesis as follows. A 5: om>im is a sort of 
fronting. B 13: {3 was abruptly disappeared. B 14: z was gradually dis-
appeared. B 16: cc>c is lenition of consonants. B 19: l>n it looks like a sort 
of exceptionless strengthening. Among them only two (A 6 fronting and B 
16 lenition) match to Neogrammarian cases mentioned in the above 
paragraph. 
On the other hands, A 9-12 are monophthongization processes repre-
senting lexical diffusion. However, all other changes do not easily match to 
the generalization made above with two levels a la lexical phonology. 
Consequently one may conclude the results of this study as follows. 
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5. Conclusion 
To sum up the results of our quantitative investigation as a conclusion, I 
would like to point out two findings in line with the theory of lexical 
diffusion. 
The first is that as we have seen in section 2, lexical items change not 
to a single reflex but often to a group of diverse reflexes. Graphically this 
can be represented not as Figure la but rather as Figure lb (W: Word. T: 
Time). 
Wl • 0 000 Wl U V V C C 
W2 •• 000 W2 U U V V C W3 •• .00 W3 U U U V C W4 •• •• 0 W4 U U U U V W5 ••••• W5 U U U U 1[J 
Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 
(Fig. 1 a> (Fig. 1 b> 
In the Figure la each lexical item changes from • to 0 at once, but a 
more realistic picture would be the Figure lb where the original form 
U(unchanged) shows variation first (represented as V(variant», then 
converts into the changed form C(changed). Note 1UJ in Figure lb is a 
residue form. 
As has been shown in many lexical items in section 2, the variant forms 
VI, V2, V3, etc. can be represented as in Figure 2. 
Wl 0 6b. ,6.b. b. A Wl U VI2 VI2 C C 
W2 0 0 6'" .,6.'" A W2 U U VI3 VI2 C 
W3 0 0 0 ,6.'" A W3U U U VI2 C 
W4 0 0 0 0 ,6.",. W4 U U U U VI3 
W5D 0 0 0 0 W5U U U U 1[J 
Tl 1'2 T3 T4 T5 Tl T2T3 T4 T5 
(Fig. 2a> (Fig. 2b> 
Variants such as VI, V2, V3 are introduced here because we often find 
that many variants coexist and one of them either ends up as the changed 
form(WI, W3) or there is a reduction in number of variants from V3 to 
V2(W2) or the variants are still in competition(W4) or no change occurs 
(W5). 
Figure 2a includes a quantitative representation of such variants. In other 
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words, since the frequency rate· of each variant could differ, the large or 
small triangles are drawn depending on this difference. If we convert this 
pyramidic visual representation faithfully into literal planar representation, 
we could have a more detailed description. Rather than using VIs.. which 
means just that there are three variants, we could translate the size of the 
variants into different sizes of letters, as in /::). I'" 2' 3 > VN2V3 . The 
result would be a table such as 2c below. 
Wl U VIVZ VIVZ C C 
W2 U U VIV2V3 V\V2 C 
W3 U U U VNz C 
W4 U U U U VNrn 
W5 U U U U 1IJ 
Tl T2 T3 T4 T5 
(Fig. 2c> 
As has been illustrated above, language change often includes stages of 
variants of different quantity appearing gradually and unifying into one final 
form. Such would be what we would like to describe in lexical diffusion. 
Previously lexical diffusion theory used only figures such as la, but perhaps 
a more realistic picture of lexical diffusion should include figures such as 
2c. 
The second is that as we have seen in examples in section 2, the 
orthography in many cases are hypercorrections imitating earlier forms, 
which therefore is often removed from actual pronunciation. This is 
especially common in section 3 where we have seen that the orthography in 
the variants that have been classified as being intermediate (those examples 
that are difficult to judge whether they are for or against the rule in 
question) and counter to the rule is so detached from the actual 
pronunciation that it is difficult to capture the main current of the change. 
But such phenomena should not be regarded as being in conflict with the 
theory of change by lexical diffusion. The reason is that the theory of 
lexical diffusion was proposed to mend the contradiction in the Neogram-
marian thesis that change occurs abruptly without exception. Data with 
such counterexamples are therefore more appropriate for testing the theory. 
For further researches one may ask what would have caused such 
hypercorrection to be recorded so frequently, and also pursue a phonetically 
grounded functional approach to supply more motivated explanation to this 
study. 
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